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Jarhead tells one soldier's story
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Fan-tastic start to the basketball season

BY PAUL HACKBARTH

News Editor
A ''buy-for-more and sell-for-less"
off-campus bookstore is scheduled to
open near the UM-St. Louis campus
Wednesday, Nov. 30 to provide an
alternative for students to buy and sell
textbooks . .
The off-campus bookstore, called
Beat the Bookstore, is part of a nationwide franchise with about eight stores
open currently and more planned. The
St. Louis store is located at 8947
Natural Bridge Road near the 1-170
overpass.
The Beat the Bookstore franchise
promises to "offer to buy used textbooks from students. at a higher price
than the on-campus bookstore and sell
used textbooks to students for a lower
price than the on-campus bookstore."
''It's a low cost alternative for college textbooks," said Debbie Runyon,
president of the St. Louis store.
Runyon and her husband will own
and operate the off-campus bookstore.
The couple opened the store near
the UM-St. Louis campus because of

convenience and lack of alternate
options available to students.
"We live in the Glen Carbon [TIl.]
area and realized UMSL doesn't have
competition for a bookstore," she
said.
"Being a college graduate, I've
been through it at SID-Carbondale,
and there we had an alternative,"
Runyon said. She planned to open the
store in time for buyback week at the
end of the semester at UM-St. Louis.
The opening of Beat the Bookstore
marks the first time in about seven
years that an off-campus bookstore
has opened adjacent to the UM-St.
Louis campus.
.
Gloria Schultz, UM-St. Louis
campus bookstore manager, said the
last off-campus bookstore opened and
closed within one semester.
''It was owned by a man with
many years of experience," she said.
Schultz explained competition from
the campus bookstore caused his
bookstore to go out of business.
''It's a difficult business," Schultz
~aid about running a bookstore.
see NEW BOOKSTORE, page 3

BY PAUL HACKBARTH

News Editor

Mike Sherwin! The Cummt

Cadence Rippetto and Bryan Goers cheer on the UM-5t. Louis Rivermen basketball team
during the game against Central Bible College on Nov. 17. The Rivermen are now 4-0 on the
season, marking the first time since 1966-1967 that the team started with four straight wins.

'Iraq is not
your father'~
war,' says
UPB speaker
BY MELISSA

s.

HAYDEN

StaO'Wn'fe:r
How safe are U.S . troops in
Iraq') Is nonnalcy possible in a war
zone? How long will the war last?
Rusty Wilson, a fonner
Kellogg, Brown and Root (KBR, a
subsidiary of Halliburton) employee working on solclier Morale,
Welfare and Recreation (MWR) at
Camp Speicher, Iraq, provided his
answers to those questions for
UM-St.Louis students.
The event, sponsored by the
University Program Board, began
with a reception followed by
Wilson's lecture, .'Iraq: The Story
You'll Never Get
from the Meclia,"
on Wednesday,
Nov. 16 in the
Millennium
Student Center.
"Every single
horrible
thing
you hear on the
news is true,
every
hideous
Wilson
thing you read Famll?r employee
about in t~e
afHalliburton
newspaper th·1S subsidiary in Iraq
true, but
e
.
reporting is terribly, terribly
incomplete and therefore seriously
flawed," Wilson said. "In spite of
what you see on the news every
single night, the entire country of
Iraq is not in flanles."
Wilson asked those present at
the event to consider the death rate
by firearms among U.S. troops in
Iraq, which is 60:100,000, a contrast
to
80.6: 100,000
in
Washington D.C.
"You as a civilian are more
likely to be shot and killed in our
nation 's capitol than a soldier is in
Traq," he said. "The obvious conclusion: we should immediately
pull out of Washington, D.C."
Wilson emphasized the fact that
the soldiers work hard 12 hours a
day in extreme conclitions and are
willing to give their lives defending the Iraqi people, the U.S. contractors and other soldiers.
Wilson said he was surprised at
the nOffilalcy of life in Iraq. "It is
not all fun and games by a long
shot, but it is so much more than
what you see on TV," he said.
see IRAQ SPEAKER, page 3

.Longtime
UMSLarts
contributor
Edwards dies

Grad student
intemswith
Hillary Cliriton
BY MELISSA MCCRARY

Features Editor
Pearlina Boyd, a UM-St. Louis graduate student who has been passionate about pursuing a
career in politics, was given a chance to further
her previous political involvement by completing
a internship with Senator Hillary Clinton.
Having a extensive interest in political science, public policy and education, Boyd began
completing various political and paralegal int=ships in 1998. By serving as a public policy advisor, paralegal investigator and holding different
legislative internships, she has had the opportunity to meet many significant political figures from
around the country.

Adam D. Wiseman! '!be Cummt

Graduate student Pearlina Boyd interned with Hillary Clinton's office In June.

"Having an early start in politics teaches you
the game early on so you know how to deal with
people and what to expect from people. It teaches you all the bad things of wbat it's like to be.
used while being young," Boyd said. ''The good
thing about politics is that . it advances you
beyond where most young people are. You are
exposed to a lot very quickly at an early age."
Some of her past jobs have. included interning
in Jefferson City for Rep. Betty L. Thompson of
University City, working with U.S. Sen. Jean
Carnahan and Attorney General Jeremiah "Jay"
Nixon. In adclition to these internships, Boyd

graduated from the National Organization of
Black Elected Legislative Women Leadership
Institute in New Jersey.
Boyd graduated with a Bachelor's of Science
in Socio-Political Science-Communications
from Southwest Missouri State University in
2001. After receiving her degree, sbe decided to
carry on her education at UM-St. Louis and
expects to receive a Master's of Public Policy
Administration next semester.

see CLINTON INTERN, page 7
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New Greek culture center opens in
Gallery 210's former Lucas Hall space
BY JAVIER NADAL

Staff Writer

Mike Sherwin!

The Current

Professor Diane Touliatos speaks with Chancellor Emeritus
Blanche Touhill at the opening reception for the Nicholas and
Theodora Matsakis Hellenic Culture Center in 210 Lucas Hall.

The Nicholas and Theodora
Matsakis Hellenic Culture Center, the
new Greek center at UM-St. Louis,
was inaugurated Nov. 18 during a
reception called "Exploring the
Greek Cultural History of St. Louis
.
and Beyond."
This new center is intended to be
a point of reunion for those who want
to clip into Greek culture through cliscussion, art, history books or films.
The Center, located at 210 Lucas
Hall, is a comfortable place, welldesigned and clivided into rwo parts,
The first part is bigger, and
includes a library and a collection of
Greek art. Nicholas Karakas, cbairman of the advisory board of Greek
Studies at UM-St. Louis, donated the
library, which contains numerous
pieces about Greek history, art and

tradition. This part also serves as a
meeting room for discussions and
other events. The second part will
serve as a movie theater for fiIn1S and
documentaries related to Greek culture.
Nicholas Matsakis lectured at the
inauguration about the Greek culture
and his efforts to spread his knowledge about Greeks during his life.
Matsakis received an award from
Karakas during the inauguration in
recognition pf his entire career.
Chancellor Thomas George
attended to speak about how proud he
was of this new Center and to
announce that this was only the
beginning, as plans have been made
to expand the Center.
Theodora Matsakis and her sons
and daughter talked with emotion and
even told jokes about their experiences as Greeks in the United States.

Vrrginia Edwards, best known
for bringing the arts, music and
dance to the UM-St. Louis campus,
died Thursday, Nov. 10 of complications resulting from Alzheimer's
disease.
Edwards was most famous for
founding the organization Premiere
Performances at UM-St. Louis.
"Edwards was quite interested
in the arts and quite influential in
the development of the arts on
campus," said John Hylton, dean of
College of Fine Arts and
Communication. "She established
a concert series associated with
UMSL."
During Edwards' 10 years of
work with Premiere PerfOlmances,
she worked with the production of
concerts, brought concerts to campus, helped schedule events and
"brought in a wide range of artists,"
Hylton said.
Edwards began with Premiere .
Performance almost 20 years ago
and "served with no pay," Hylton
said.
Gloria Kohn, production associate for Premiere Performances, had
the chance to work with Edwards
during her affiliation with the
University. Kohn explained that
Edwards was only a volunteer with
the concert series.
"She bad an office, but did not
get paid. It was a labor of love,"
Kohn said.
Kohn described Edwards as "a
very elegant lady and a talented
musician, playing both violin and
piano."
.
Because the Touhill Performing
Arts Center had not been built during Edwards' time, Premiere
Performances either held concerts
at the J.c. Penney Auditorium or
off campus at other venues in St
Louis, such as the Sheldon Concert
Hall.
Kahn has worked with Premiere
Performances for 16 years and
said, ''The cbamber music community will remember [Edwards] for
holding concerts at UM-St. Louis,
one of the only outlets in St. Louis
at the time."
Since the PAC's opening,
Premiere Performances has been
able to hold more chamber music
concerts on campus, averaging
about nine to 10 concerts each
year. The organization still continues to co-produce concerts and
shows with Dance St. Louis, which
Edwards also supported.
Hylton called Edwards a
remarkable woman. "She even
donated money for a music scholarship for students," he said.
Edwards stepped down from
ber position with Premiere
Performances in 1997 because of
her growing health probl~ms with
Alzheimer's, Kohn explained.
Edwards received many honors
from the University. In 1997, the
University of Missouri Board of
Curators gave her the Curators'
Award for Outstancling Service. On
Oct. 7 this year, Premiere
Performances honored Edwards at
the first concert of the season.
In adclition to her volunteer
work at Premiere Performances,
Edwards started working at the
University in 1975 at the campus
radio station KWMU-FM and also
served as adviser to Chancellor
Arnold Grobman's office of cultural affairs and chair and member of
the concert and lectures committee.
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Monday, Nov. 28
Chemistry Colloquium
Hunter College professor speaks
on "Carbohydrates: Templates for
the discovery of new synthetic
methodologies" at 4 p.m. in 451
Benton Hall. Free. Call 5311 for
information.
Symposium on teaching
Sharroky Hollie, assistant professsor of teacher education at
Califomia State Unive~ity, speaks
on culturally reslXlnsive teaching
from 7:15 to 9 p.m. in the J.e.
Penney auditorium. Free. Call
4889 for information.

Thursday, Dec. 1
Honors College Pool Tournament

The Pierre Laclede Honors
College Student Association hosts
their annuallXlOl toumament,
Get Felt, on Thursday, Dec. 1 at 7
p.m. The event will be held in
Seton Lounge in South Campus
Provincial House. Open to all.
Admission is $5 for at-shirt and

Call 516-5174 for details or email current@jiILx.umsl.edu

food, and there are beginning,
intermediate, and advanced levels of play. For more information
call 7733.

Lee Theater of the Touhill PAC. I of music. Sponsored by the
Free for students, staff and fac- I department of music. Free. Call
7970 for more info.
ulty. Call 5818 for more .info.

be provided.
Reception for Art Exhibit

I
I
A reception for the multi-media
art exhibit, "Post-Ironic Lull," I Discussion on UMSL exhibit
begins at 7 p.m. at the UMSL
I Assistant professor of history
Galaxy, located at 1227
' Minsoo Kang leads a panel disWashington Ave. Features art by I cussion at noon at the UMSL

Campus Recreation holds "High
Score" doubles darts toumament
from 10 p.m. to midnight at
Mimi's Subway Bar & Grill, 46 N.
Aorissant Rd. Sign-up begins at
9:45 p.m. Free for students, faculty, staff and alumni. Call 5326
for info.

F~ day, Dec. 2
Service Day at Operation Food
Search
Get into the community and do
service work with the Catholic
Newman Center and the Delta
Zetas at Operation Food Search
on Friday, Dec. 2 from 9 a.m. 1 p.m. Please register in
advance bye-mailing the center at cncumsl@aol.com, or
calling 385-3455. We will meet
at the Newman Center at 8
a.m. Breakfast and lunch will

lindsey Barringer'
Adam Wiseman'
Christine Eccleston'
Ben Swofford •
Patricia lee •
Kevin Ottley •

!

II:.

Rec. Sports darts tourney

Paul Hackbarth· NetiiS Editor
Melissa McCrary' FetUure5 Ed1/or
Cate Marquis' A & E EdUor

campus faculty and other
" Galaxy, 1227 Washington Ave.
artists. Free. Exhibit runs
The talk is in connection with
through Dec. 10. Hours are 2 to I the exhibit "Post-llronic lUU."
7 p.m. Saturdays. Call 6967 for
more info.

I

MFA student readings
Seth Raab, Reggie Poche, Jim
Mense and Trysh Brown, fiction
writers in the MFA program, wilt'
read from their works at 7:30
p.m. in Gallery '210. Free.
Refreshments and cash bar
available following the readings. Call 5590 for more info.

Saturday; Dec. 3
Arianna String Quartet at PAC
The Arianna String Quartet performs "The Power of
Imagination" at 4 p.m. in the

Sunday, Dec. 4

I

I

Arianna String Quartet at PAC

Panel discussion of 'Gender in
the Classroom'

Sports Editor
Photo Director
Copy Editor
News AssOCiate
Features Associate

Photo ASsociate

Rudy Scoggins'

"Teaching Gender in the
Classroom," a panel discussion
and workshop, will be held at 4
p.m. in 211 Clark Hall.
Sponsored by the Institute for
Women's and Gender Studies.
Free. Call 5581 for more info.

ClJ1100liist

Miata Lewis-Harris' Page Designer
Cody Meirick • Page Designer

Still'f Writers
Monim Marrin, Tiffany Golarr, NaKenya Shumate,
Fr.md.\ 12m, Brian Salmo, Zach Meyer, Benjamin

I
I
I Tuesday, Dec. 6

Israel, Albeno Patino, Gary Sohn, Laura Ayers,
GenelIe Jones, Suz.mne Rou.<sin, Melissa S.
Hayden, Mabel Suen, Brian Oli,cr. ja\-ier Nadal,
LaGuan Fuse, Bronwen V05S, Erin Boyle, Sean
Michael,]a..'c1n Wendle!on

The Arianna String Quartet performs "Serious Passion" at 4
:
Reception for Gallery Visio
p.m. in the lee Theater of the
AIDS fundraiser/exhibit
Touhill PAC. Free for students,
staff and faculty. Call 4949 for i "Art for AIDS," an exhibit of
artwork by UM-St. Louis stutij:kets.
dents opens with a reception at
Gallery Yisio, on the first floor
of the MSC, from 4 to 7 p.m.
Artwork on display will be on
sale, with 10 percent of proceeds going to st. Louis Effort
The University Symphonic Band
for AJDS. Exhibit runs through
performs at the Touhill PAC at
Dec. 22 and is co-sponsored by
7:30. p.m . Conducted by Robert
PRIZM. Call 7922 for more info.
W. Nordman, visiting professor

I.
i

Staff Photographers

I

Brian Fagnani, S~1ce)' Turner, Valerie Breshear:i
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cz;imeline
The following incidents were reported to
the University of 1vlissouri-St. Loui~ Police
Department bet\'leen Nov. 13, 2005 and
Nov. 25, 2005. Remember that (.-rime prevention is a conummity eftOrt, and anyone
having infonnation concerning these incidents should contact the Campus Police.

Parking Lot E
The victim rqxllted that between 3 pm,
and 6 p.m, a DVD movie belonging to
Blockbu;,1er Video was stolen from his
parked vehicle.

Nov. 15, 2005 Stealing Under $500.00Parking Lot NN

Nov. 13, 2005 Property Damage by
Intentional
Burning-University
Meadows
The UMSL Police Department and the
Normandy Fire Department responded to a
dumpster fire in the complex around 5 a.m.
The fire was detennined to have been intentionally set, damflooed was contained to the
dumpster. There was a witness, with a
'description of the possible ~'USpect(s) and
the investigation is ongoing.
Nov. 13, 2005 Stealing Under $500,(10-

The victim reported that ~"Ubject(s)
unknOV,l1 had removed his car stereo CD
player from his parked vehicle. The theft
occurred armmd 11 p.m.. suspicious people
were observed in the area just prior to the
theft.
Nov. 17, 2005 Stealing Over $500.00The victim reported that on Kov. 14
between 11 am. and noon someone stole
items (including 'various Credit cart:Jg) from
her purse. The victim did not discover the
theft until Nov. 15 ..

Nov. 17, 2005 Tampering 2nd DegreeParking Lot K
Officers working on patrol observed a suspicious subject (later identified as a ju enile) walking in Parking Lot K looking into
cars. The suspet."t did open a car door. and
was then confronted. by·police. The .suspect
was arrested and transported to die Juvenile
Courts Building in Clayton, where the matter is being referred r charges of ta..-npering with an automobile.

Nov. 19, 2005 Property Damage 2nd
Degree-Uoive.rsity Meadows
The victim reported that sometime in the
last 2 days persoo(s) unknown tbrew eggs
onto his vehicle while it was parked
• I

r

Noy. 19, 2005 Stealing Under $500.00Millennium Student Center

T

The victim reported that while she was at
the Millennium Student Center
Pilot House for an all night game festival.
Sometime bet\'Ieen 2: 15 am
and 6 a.m she feU asleep and her cell phone
was stolen.

he Current is published W<'EIdy on Naldays.
Advertising rates are available upon
reqJeSt; terms, conditions and restrictials
apply. The Current, financed in part by student
activities fees, is rot an official po.btic:ation r:t UMst. Loois. The UniYermy is rot responsi>ie for the
content of The Current and/or its policies.
Convne<1tary and columns reflect the opinion of
the individual author. Unsisned editorials reflect
the opinion af the majooity of the Edittrial Board.
The CurrEnt re<J.JeSts the courtesy r:t at least 24hwr advance notice for ali ......-rts to be COYef"ed.
A<Mrtisements do rot necessarily reflect the 0pinion r:t The CUlTent, its staff merrt>ers or the
University, All matetials contained in each printed

few days.
N01E: There have been recent reports of
car break-ins on the campus. If you see anyone that looks slli;picious or out of place you
are encouraged to call the UM-St Louis
Police at 516-5155 or 911 if it is an emergency.

Nov. 21, 2005 Property Damage!Attempt
Stealing.Lucas Ball 1st floor
Between 8 p.m and 9 p.m. suspect:(s)
unknown damfloaeO the front of a vending
machine with a large rock in an attempt to
open it. The lnachine
did sustain some damage to the lock area,
however remained secured and was not
entered.

and onUne issue are property af The Current and
may rot be reprinted, reused or reprcrlJ:ed with-

Please take the extra precautions during this
holiday season to secure your pe=nal possessions. Please h.-eep all valuables 'with you
at all times. Do oot leave items in your vehicle in plain view; secure them at home or in
the tnmk if poSSIble. Do not leave any item
unattended while on this campus. Most of
our thefts occur when the victim leaves
thern fOF orily a' minute. Faculty and Staff
members are asked to lotk your offiCe door;
work area, or de.sk everytime you leave it
for any reason.

Nf#.' 23, 2005 -stealing Under $50(100-

82iS-NatiinU.JBiidge RoM
The victim reported that a bi.cycle \Vas
stolen from a carpo!t sometime in the past

out the prior, expressed and written cmsent of
The Current. Fir.;( tqly is free; all sWsequent
copies are 25 cents and are available at the offices

of The Current.
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than ever before for one reason: We have the most elite nurses in the world. As a
U.S. Air Force nurse, you receive the most advanced training and. have access to th e
best medical technology on the planet. And whether you're treating Airmen on fore ign
soil or their families on bases here in the U.S., you can put all of that training to use. '
If you're interested in learning more about a better place to practice medicine, call or
visit us online.
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Alex Kerford
speaks with
Student
Government
Association
chainnan
Aaron
Golchert
during
"Whine and
Dine" on
Nov. 15 in
the MSC.

SGA hears student concerns at 'Whine and Dine'
BY PAUL HACKBARTH
--'- ' - " ~'--' -~ -'"-- -

-

,

News Editor

------

The
Student
Government
Association held a "Whine and Dine"
forum for students to address campus
matters with student leaders Tuesday,
Nov. 15 outside the SGA chambers in
the Millennium Student Center.
After the first few minutes of the
forum, SGA President D' Andre
Braddix, junior, criminology and
criminal justice, said, '1 don't hear
, any whining yet"
Students eventually talked to
Braddix or wrote down comments
and placed them in a suggestion box
provided.
One student, Danielle Binion,
senior, biology, recommended that
SGA help organize more multicultural activities on campus to benefit
minorities.
Binion also suggested more organizations for minorities at UM-St.

Louis. ''How come there aren't any
other African-American sororities on
campus?" she asked.
Another student, Mark St. George,
junior, theater, dance and media studies, voiced his opinion about his student group. St Beorge is the president
of the Film Production Society, a new
student organization founded this
semester. "I'm trying to represent my
new organization and get some funding," he said.
St George came to the "Whine
and Dine" to ask SGA for money to
fund film festivals. ''We want to get
some big name directOrs out here to
give lectures," he said.
. Besides student organization questions, Braddix said most concerns
regarded parking and transportation,
student club budgets and involvement
in the food service committee.
To. encourage more suggestions,
Braddix, along with SGA Comptroller
Brian Rails, senior, marketing, talked
about placing more suggestion boxes

around campus, especially on South
Campus.
Since the SGA chambers are located in the MSC on North Campus,
Rails said, "I think sometimes they
feel disconnected and neglected, and
we want to make sure they know that
we're there to represent them as
well."
Braddix added that he plans to create more programs for South Campus.
"The [issues for people on South
Campus] are a lot different than ours,"
Braddix said.
In addition to SGA, representatives from Student Court, Associated
Students ' of the University of
Missouri, Student Senate and Student
Curator Maria Curtis were on hand
for the event.
Student Court Justices Bryan
Goers, sophomore, secondary education in history, and Mandy Altman,
senior, political science, held an informal dialogue with students about how
the parking appeals process works.

Altman liked the idea of not only
talking with students but also meeting
with other student leaders on campus.
"It's great networking with other
UMSL representatives since we deal
with parallel issues," she said.
The Student Senate also handed
out updates of their involvement on
campus. Student Senate Chair Joe
Garavaglia, senior, business administration, said the Student Senate was
looking into see if demand exis.ts to
reopen a 24-hour computer lab on
campus.
"We're trying to get the word out
about that. I, think a lot of people didn't know about it," he said. The computer lab located in 227 SSB was
often locked, and a low percentage of
students used it during the spring
2005 semester.
SGA plans to have another ''Whine
and Dine" next semester. Until then,
Braddix said students can voice their
opinions through e-mail at the SGA
website, http://www.umsl.eduJ-sgaJ.

UMSL professor researches counselor burnout rates
BY SEAN MICHA.E L

Staff Writer

Sylvester Kent Butler, assistant
professor of counseling and family
therapy, discovered in a study he conducted that urban school professional
) counselors are more likely to experience burnout than those in rural or
suburban schools.
The study looked at how counselors who work with students from
kindergarten through 12th grade see
themselves and their collective selfesteem, Butler explained.
Collective self-esteem is measured
by the counselor's feeling of personal
accomplishment. The higher the CSE
scores were, the higher the counselors' feelings of personal accomplishment in their fields were.
According to Butler's article, 538
I
school counselors, mainly females
ranging in age from 25 to 66, chose to
participate in this study. They were
selected from a mailing list of
American
School
Counse.lor
Association membel"S.
The counselors have roles to fulfill, Butler said at a presentation to the
American Counseling Association.
The roles, he claimed, are individual
and group counseling, educational

testing, academic advising, supervision and administrative tasks.
Butler said by causing counselors
to look at themselves, "we'll cause
them to be more attuned with the student's needs."
The primary purpose of the stUdy,
according to Butler's article, was to
explore the relationship between
dimensions of self-esteem and compolilents of burnout. Butler noted four
dimensions of self-esteem: private,
public, membership and importance
to identity, and three components of
burnout: emotional exhaustion,
depersonalization and feelings of personal accomplishment.
The secondary purpose was to
determine whether differences among
the respondents in dimensions of
burnout were attributed to sex, location of the work setting and number
of years employed as a school counselor.
The study showed that burnout
increases when a person has been
employed in the same field for
numerous
years.
Counselors
employed for 10 years will not experience the same degree of burnout as
a counselor who has been in the same
field for 30 years, the study showed.
Butler also noted that counselors
exhibit different symptoms of

burnout, varying from emotional
fatigue and disengagement to irritability and apathy.
Butler questioned the causes of
burnout for counselors in urban versus rural settings. Urban schools have
to cope with different cultural backgrounds of students. Children living
in urbai:t environments deal with
overcrowding, poverty and crime on
a day-to-day basis, Butler's article
noted. As a result, they may be
encountering greater levels of stress
and severe mental health problems
than suburban or rural youths.
In urban schools, students are
required to take the Missouri
Assessment Program test. ''Because
of the MAP test, teachers won't allow
students out of the classrooms so that
counselors can help them with their
emotional problems," Butler said. "Here at UM-St. Louis, we did a
series of projects for the St. Louis
counselors through the Office of
Multicultural Relations, like workshops that let school counselors know
about trends and gave them the
opportunity to tell us what their needs
were," he said.
Butler hopes to involve counselors
in the Missouri School Counselors
Association and American School
Counselors Association.

. ''We're trying to get these counselors to j oin these associations to talk
with people experiencing some of the
same issues or concern with their
school environment," Butler said.
Affiliate Assistant Professor Jan
Munro read Butler's article and said
she was really impressed with the statistical work. ''They did a nice job of
showing trends and correlations with
self-esteem in the field," she said.
The economy is poor and there are
fewer counselors, Munro said. She
believes students cannot learn if they
are emotionally troubled and that
counselors can give them emotional
help.
Munro believes counselors should
be supported in their fields. ''We need
to help society and governments see
the need for support pIechanisms,"
she said. ''We need more support
groups and more workshops."
The ultimate goal, according' to
Butler, is to fmd a way for counselors
to feel better about themselves in their
profession. He said they must have
networking opportunities with other
school counselors who have similar
backgrounds and who work in similar
school environments.
Butler's article was printed in the
journal,
"Professional
School
Counseling."

The Catholic Newman Center
held the "Hold 'Em for Hunger
Tournament" on Nov. 17 as part of
Hunger Awareness Week and the
Month of Service.
Fifty-four players participated.
Marco Kramer of the Pi Kappa
Alpha Fraternity took home first
place, winning a poker set valued at
over $100. Other prizes given away
were an I-Pod Shuffle, a QT gas
Card, Gift Certificates to St. Louis
Bread Co., and video games. Over
$500 was raised to help fight
hunger. Bobby Wassel, campus minister with the Newman Center said
the event raised enough money to
feed 250 starving African children

dinner every day for a month. The
tournament was sponsored by the
Newman Center, Stude.qt Life, SGA
and UPB.

been the afternoon host of "All
Things Considered" on KWMU
since 2002 and bas worked in radio
since 1984. "Cityscape airs on
Fridays at 11 am.

KWMU names Steve
Floyd says tuition
Potter host of
could jump 12 per'Cityscape'
cent if legislature
9 0
7
KWMU-FM
cuts higher ed
announced on
Monday that it
has named Steve
Potter as host of
"Cityscape," a
weekly show
focusing on arts
and culture in St.
Louis.
Potter
has

Steve Potter
'Cityscape' host

UM President Elson Floyd said
the UM System could be forced to
hike tuition by as much as 12.5 percent and cut as many as 568 jobs if
the Missouri Legislature cuts the
state appropriation to the University.
The Columbia Daily Tribune
reported that Greg Fitch, comrnis-

sioner of higher education, requested that all public universities submit
a report detailing how they might be
affected by ii cut
in state funding
of approximately $100 million.
That could
translate to a cut
of $38.9 million
to $46.7 million
for the UM
System, according to the newsElson Floyd
paper.
UM System President
In a written
says Jwthr::r cuts to
response
to
higher education
Fitch's request,
II 'O uld deuastate
Floyd
wrote,
"Reductions of public univer>ities.
this magnitude
would irreversibly alter the very
essence of public higher education
in Missouri."

from page 1

Beat the Bookstore will sell and
buy the same textbooks that UM-St.
Louis students use. Using a Freedom
of Information Act request, "[Beat the
Bookstore] ordered the textbooks that
professors at UMSL did and asked for
the books from their headquarters,"
Schultz explained.
Schultz noted certain advantages to
using the on campus bookstore. While
the campus bookstore sells candy,
sweatshirts, trinkets and bumper stickers, the off-campus bookstore does
not. She also reminded students, "Any
profits the bookstore makes goes to
the MSC." Students can also use their
student I.D.s on campus.
Schultz said the campus bookstore
will continue to cooperate with Beat
the Bookstore, but she warned students, ''Be careful with their return
policy."
UM-St. Louis students had good

things to say about an off-campus
bookstore alternative.
Becky Thompson, senior, liberal
studies, said Beat the Bookstore is a
good idea. Although ~he likes using
her UM-St. Louis LD. card at the campus bookstore, she said, "If I can get
more money out of them than the
campus bookstore, I'd definitely use
it."
Rachel Bock, freshman, criminology and criminal justice, said she liked
the idea of having another option to
buy books. "It's convenient and if it
will save money, I'm for it because the
[campus] bookstore is expensive," she
said.
The local St. Louis Beat the
Bookstore will also serve certain local
community colleges and other St.
Louis universities, provided they use
textbooks similar to those used by
UM-St. Louis.

GREEK CENTER OPENS,

from page 1

She also spoke about how Nicholas
Matsakis always tried to teach his family Greek home culture even though
they were far away from Greece.
Michael Cosmopoulos, Hellenic
Govemment-Karakas
Family
Foundation professor of Greek Studies
and professor of archaeology, gave
technical information about the Center,
describing its facilities and visions for

new projects in the future.
Although the new Greek Center is
not large, it was full of people during
the inauguration. Greek food was
served at the end of the presentation,
providing a moment for people to meet
and talk with the Matsakis family.
Greek and English could be heard in
the new center as two different cultures
now have a new place to meet.

IRAQ SPEAKER,

NelUS Briefs

Newman Center
pokertoumey
raises ove.r $500

NEW BOOKSTORE,

from page
1
------_.. _._---_. _._----- -

At Camp Speicher, military personnel and contractors took part in
activities such as aerobics and Pilates
classes and games including basketball and foosball. In addition, Wilson
discovered something he was not
expecting to find in Iraq: a food court
complete with Burger King, Subway
and Pizza Hut.
"My job was to make sure these
soldiers' morale was boosted, but there
is hardly anything I ever did that
. helped like this," he said referring to
the food court. "Those burgers tasted
awful and that pizza was crap, but if
you close your eyes and bit into that
bad burger, all of a sudden you're not
in Iraq for just a split second, and it's
really good for your morale."
Jessica Brake, sophomore, histoly, has a brother overseas and asked
WIlson what kind of things she could
send him. He suggested an MP3 player and antibacterial wipes, but told her
not to send clothes because soldiers
already have all the clothing they can
wear.

Marcel Scaife, freshman, political
science, suggested, "Write a lot Write
letters a lot and send Gatorade. To
have your own personal stash of
Gatorade is great."
Scaife, SPC in the 245th Maint
CO of the Army Reserves, served at
Log Base Seitz in Baghdad, Iraq. He
said, ''We didn't like being there, but
we made the best of it."
Wtlson believes trOops will not be
leaving Iraq any time soon. He bases
this theory on not only the five-year
contract KBR has to stay there, but
also the number of structures built in
Iraq-not for the Iraqi people, but for
U.S. contractors and the military.
"The only reasonable conclusion I
can come to is someone is planning on
our being there for a long, long time,
and I hope I'm wrong," Wilson said.
Scaife said, "[The lecture]
brought back memories. It kind of put
me back there. And I want everyone to
continue to pray for our soldiers, even
if you don't agree with the war, still
support them."

WE'VE BOTH GOT CLASSI
UMSL & Courtyard
Garden Apartmentsl
Looking for a great place to call home?
Live the carefree Iifestyle you deserve at

Courtyard Garden Apartments.
- Close to Campus -- Reasonable Rates - Washer/Dryer Connections - Newly-renovated Apartments - Sparkling Pool - Pet-friendly Community . Introducing our Loop location with 30 blazing fast
computing stations.

UMSL STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF RECEIVE A 10% DISCOUNT.
CURRENT SPECIAL-TWO BEDROOM GARDEN APARTMENTS-

F R EE

$499.00
9316 Koenig Circle
St. Louis, MO 63134

CALL TODAY FOR MORE@!'
INFORMA TION
-

314-426-5782

-

EQU AL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

-AIl-DayPass
- , 2Q Anytitne

Minutes

•
TO EXISTING MEMBERS

I-$99~~~~~~~
_
_
__ __ ::::.JI

Check it out for yourself at our Screenz Computing Center location
in the Loop of St. Lo uis. Get throu9h your day with lightni ng fast internet,
the latest software and all the print shop services you' ll ever need. PI us
one-an-one personal training, and network gam i ng . Everything you
need to keep your digital life firing on all c ylinders.

-.Scrccnz:.
CO"",.UTlIVG CENTER

vvhere techno :ogy c:icks .

6680 Delmar Blvd
(314) 721-9988
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For the love of fuzz:
Police deserve respect

Rep. Bearden's bill would

hurt pu - rc universities

"'EREMY LOSCHEIDER

Ufl,fSL Graduate Stud ent in Economics

UMSL students should be deeply
concemed about a proposal by state
Rep. Carl Bearden (R- St. Charles) that
would divelt some of the taxes from
state colleges and universities to individual students.
According to the Columbia Daily
Tribune ("Plan would shill funds to
students," 11/15/05), state schools
would still receive a bru,ic level of
funding somewhere between what
they cun-ently receive and what they
received in 2002.
The rest would go directly to
lvlissouri students to help cover undergraduate tuition in public and private
universities in Missouri. This system
may substantially reallocate funding to
private schools at the expense of public institutions.
Cmrently, the tax money that is
allocated to state schools goes directly
into the operating funds of these
schools, which figme out tuition based
on expected enrollment and the
amO\ll1t of income required to cover
remaining costs and capitalizations.
Under the new plan, the allocation
to state schools would be Limited to
some basic level (the article estimated
around $900 million), with the remainder transfen'ed to students to use
toward their respective tuition bills.
Because CDsts continue to increase
(blame inflation and the fallout from
this year's judgment), the arnO\ll1t of
funding that schools require will also
increase. If increases in enrollment and

donations do not cover increases in
costS, tuition hikes will likely cover the
shortfall.
Those tuition hikes do not pose a
problem for students so long as the
proposed state allocation per student
increases sufficiently. However, the
state allocation per student will only
increase if the portion of the budget
eannarked for higher education
increases, or if tax revenues increase.
Si nee this bill is the antithesis of
education funding, it is unlikely that
the portion of the budget allocated to
education will increase. likewise, the
Republican leadership is notoriously
against raising taxes. Barring a massive expansion of the tax base in
Missouri, it looks like we public university students will be caught making
up the difference.
Higher education in Missouri
already ranks low in affordability something the state schools were
intended to improve. Any argument
that this bill will help people to afford
college follows a perverse logic.
The U.S. News & World Report
annual survey of colleges and universities includes 18 private and 9 public
bachelor-degree granting institutions
in Missouri (not all replied to the survey). There were 57,013 undergraduates enrolled in private schools, compared with 90,887 in the public
schools.
The bill will thus be a net transfer of
funds from the many to the few. The
few are the well-<lff few at that. US
News & World Report also posts each
institution's endowment - a base of

cash and securities that can be used for
construction, research, or can be
invested to provide a flow of income to
offset future costs.
UMSL's $439 million endowment
looks tiny compared to SLU's $706
million and Wash U's $4.01 billion
endowments. That translates to an
endowment of $35,000 per UMSL
undergraduate student, but nearly
$100,000 per SLU student and more
than $550,000 per Wash U student.
Lindenwood University in St Charles
is the exception.
Its $27 million endowment averages just short of $5,000 for each of the
5,512 students. Maybe that's why Rep.
Bearden is pushing this bill - his private job is to pursue funding for the
school.
His phone is not listed on. the
school's website, but his office number
is (636) 949-4903. Regardless of the
size of a school's endowment, taxpayer funds for public education should be
used for the purpose of providing
affordable, quality education.
The market does a poor job of
delivering affordable education, in
general, as evidenced by private college and university priee tags that double or triple state tuition.
While it is permissible and appr0priate for Missouri to subsidize
research at universities, public or private, Rep. Bearden's plan will not
accomplish that. Rather, his proposal
amounts to a state suhsidy of private
education, paid out of the pockets of
students at public colleges and universities.

tion and law enforceDrugs, theft, prostitument.
tion, intoxication and
All this because they
high-speed chases earn the
show 'Cops' high televihave a passion for jussion ratings. In ordinary
tice, a genuine desire to
help people they might
encounters, though, police
or might not know.
officers don't receive such
a warm welcome from
On more than one
occasion, I've seen
regular citizens.
officers out doing their
Americans respect and
jobs and heard my
revere the military solfriends randomly say,
diers who, despite poten"Ugh, I hate cops."
tially perilous job hazards,
None of those peojoin the service to proKATE DROLET
ple
by the VFW
tect complete strangers.
Managing E
ditOi· and drive
say, ''Ugh, I hate
We rally around our
troops, but we riot against our veterans."
But they might as well.
police.
From pursuing dangerous crimi- .
Despite the fact that police officers share core values and duties nals to breaking up bar fights , cops
with military soldiers, we stigma- deal with the darker side of humantize cops with negative nicknames ity so we don't have to. These 'pigs'
we dislike so much work on weekand a general loathing.
Without meaning to perpetuate ends and holidays, risk their lives to
stereotypes, I used to share the wari- ensure public safety, and devote
ness of law enforcement officials. their entire careers to civil service.
I'd never had a negative experience Sounds kind of like the military perwith them, but I confonned to the sonnel we loyally honor. So why do
popular suspicion regarding cops. we despise the police instead of celThen my fiance enrolled in a police ebrating their dedication?
A common response: "Cops are
academy, and I learned about the
men and women who choose to jerks."
Of course some cops are jerks,
enter this often-thankless profesbut so are some teachers and
sion.
In my experience, most of them accountants and waitresses and
don't do it for a power trip or the flight attendants and grocery store
access to weaponry. Police academy cashiers. Stupid people work m
is far too grueling for those with every profession. We shouldn't
shallow interests. My fiance's class ostracize all police officers because
endured 17 weeks of intense physi- we happen to get ticketed by an
cal exercise, . self-defense instruc- unsympathetic highway patrolman
tion and role-play scenarios. They or run into a cop having a bad day.
Appreciate a police officer this
memorized state and national laws,
learned about subjects like domestic week. Whether you smile, wav,e or
violence and child abuse, saw stop to thank them for their service,
graphic depictions of accidents, dis- give 'em some love. They, like our
cussed community policing and soldiers, deserve thanks for. their
learned how to serve citizens willingness to risk their lives for the
through crime prevention, educa- sake of ours.

Saddam was threat that wasn't going away
{In response to "Bush bears burden
a/proof / or Iraq war" in the Nov 14,

Editorial
Board
MIKE SHERWIN
KATE DROLET
MELISSA M C CRARY
P AUL HACKBART H
P ATRICIA LEE
CHRISTIN E ECCLESTON

"Our opinion" reflects the
majority opinion of the
Editorial Board.
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388 Millennium Student Center
1 University Blvd
Sf. Louis, AlO 63121
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Letters to the editor should be brief,
and those not exceeding 200 words will
be given preference. We edit letters
for clarity and length, not for dialect,
correctness, intent or grammar. All letters must be signed and must include a
daytime phone number. Students must
include their student ID numbers.
Faculty and staff must include their
title(s) and department(s). Editor-inc;hief reserves the right to respond to
letters. The Current reserves the right
to deny letters.

2005 issue]
I am astonished that staff member
Benjamin Israel believes that Saddanl
Hussein was truly going to resign and
vollll1taJ.ily go into exile.
TIris is a man who lived in palaces
while his pecple lived in squalor, who
had professional rapists as part of his
secret police force, whose sons would
snatch girls off the street to use for their
own sexual pleasures and who continuously violated the UN parameters that
he had agreed to.
As a member of the Arab League,
Saddam would have been aware that
the league could have never taken over
the nation of Iraq. Does Saddam have
any creditability given the aforementioned acts?
Saddam also released murderers,

rapists and thieves during his prison
release propaganda There is no way of
accurately telling which it political
prisoner was and which was a rightfully incarcerated deviant Then U.S.
troops worked diligently to recapture
these criminals and to incarcerate
insurgents and their leaders bent on the
destruction ofIraqi infrastructure, U.S,
troops and Iraqi civilians.
.
While I was in Iraq as a member of
the U.S. led coalition in 2003,
American troops were greeted as liberators. We were often times thanked
and adorned with flowers. After major
combat operations ended, U.S. troops
proudly went to work rebuilding a devastated nation. Devastated not by war
time activities, but predominantly by
Saddam's regime and war time looters.
Even this University has turned to a
cruise ship director to obtain second

hand accounts of the war in Iraq. This
is particularly offensive to me and
other Iraqi war veterans who are members of UM-St. Louis' own student
body.

Certainly our first hand accounts
are more valuable than stories overheard by a tour director. Here are some
positive facts about the war not usually reported by the media Most Iraqi
civilians are like any other person of
the world. They want to go to work,
support their families and live in a safe
and secure environment, something
Saddam's regime never provided.
Finally, after decades of tyrannical
rule, Iraqis have a chance for a safe free
nation.

Adam Koeneman
Staff Sergeant, US Army Reserve

UM-St. Louis juniQr

UMSL libraries, food service need longer hours
For those of you who are unaware,
the library closes at 5 p.m. on both
Fridays and Saturdays, and does not
open until 1 p.m. onSlll1days and
closes at 9 p.m. During the school
week, the library closes at 10:30 p.m.
Furthennore, while the Millennium
Building is open everyday, there are
no food services after 2 p.m. from
Friday until the next Monday.
Apparently, if you would like to
have energy (i.e., calories) during that
time period, you better bring food
from home or have a motor vehicle to
take you to one of the area's fine fastfood providers.
Leaving the food issue aside, let us
compare the operating hours of our

library to other public, state universities. The University of Georgia
library stays open until midnight during the school week and is open for
6.S more hours during the weekend
than is our OViD library. The
University of Maine library stays
open until midnight during the school
week, closes at 10 p.m. on Fridays,
and is open for 6 more hours than our
own on the weekend.
The University of North Dakota's
library is open until 11 p.m. Monday
through Thursday, closes at 9 p.m. on
Fridays, and compared to UM-St.
Louis' library, is open for an additional 7 hours on the weekend.
Here is my point: the objective of

a university is to provide the means .
for students to gain an education. A
library is a major part of the means.
At the minimum, our university
should hold itself up to the standards
of other public, state universities. ·
The Universities of Georgia, Maine,
and North Dakota do not strike me as
ones that are not fair for a compari- ·
son. I would be unsurprised to find
that of all comparable universities,
UM-St. Louis has the fewest library
hours and worst food service. I
believe UM-St. Louis would be
served if these issues were addressed.

Scott Jacques
Ph.D student, criminology

College porn courses
mock higher education
Just the other day,

article "Lawmakers
attack sex class at
my boyfriend told me
KU,"
on
what he had heard on
www.LJworld .com.
the Howard Stern
the
"Human
morning radio show.
Sexuality
m
He told me Stern
Everyday
Life"
was talking about
cOUJse taught by
colleges and universiProfessor Dennis
ties across the United
Dailey at Kansas
States who are now
University
has
implementing
and BY MELISSA MCCRARY attracted national
offering new courses
.__.--.-..attention from the
Features Editor
on pornography. At
state senate, taxfirst I could not believe that schools payers within the community and
would ' teach and promote porn in some students' parents. They have
classrooms. Being skeptical, I questioned whether the lessons are
decided to do some of my own inappropriate and obscene.
investigating and found out it's true.
Besides holding regular in-class
After surfing the Internet, I group discussions and viewings of
found that colleges such as X-rated films, some classes require
University
in students to complete their own
Wesleyan
Connecticut and the University of pornographic videos, short stories,
Iowa were teaching classes like or submit sex-related photographs
"Pornography:
Writing
of as their fInal projects.
Prostitutes" and "Pornography in
Some students at Wesleyan
Popular Culture." Similar courses University turned in films of other
were also available at Kansas students masturbating and having
University, New York University, oral sex as their final projects.
U-Mass-Amherst, Penn State,
It is bad enough that regular
Vanderbilt, Northwestern, San cable television programs are
Francisco State, University of advertising more sexual activity
California-Los Angeles, and UC rather than abstinence and that peoBerkeley. University of California- ple cannot escape the trashy sex
Santa Barbara and Arizona State web sites on the Internet; now stuUniversity offer "Topics in film dents cannot even avoid sex in the
classmillll.._ ___... __________ ..______
analysis: Pornography.".
According to Scott Rothschild's
see PORN, page 12
I was shocked when
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- an yOU put the words 'pilgrilllS,'

Hunter Raihau
Freshman, Media Studies

'turkey,' 'football' and 'shOPping'
into the satne sentence

----"-------Four pilgrims eating turkey went to
a football store to do
some shopping.

------ " -------

Laura Schuster
Freshman, Electrical Engineering

Chelsea Howell
Junior, Biochemistry and Biotech

Kelly Borgers
Junior, Education

---- " -----

------ " ------

After I ate dinner with
the pilgrims on tUrkey day, I
went shopping and watched
football.

On the day the pilgrims came,
they went shopping for a greasy
turkey so they could play football.

After I played football with the pilgrims,

- - - - " -------

------- " -------

--------" ------

----"-------we ate turkey and went shopping.
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Grieving Marlin Grav
MARELLA KEITH

Guest Commentator'
I have always been one of those
. people that felt for tbe proverbial
underdog. Give me a wOlthy cause,
and I am there. My dream has always
been to change something, to make a
difference to someone somewhere, to
right somebody's wrong. But I have
the busy single mom attention deficit
syndrome: I get interested in something and work on it for awhile and it
eventually ends up falling through the
cracks.
But the one cause that I have
always felt strongly about is the death
penalty. The older I get, the stronger
my feelings become because I have
witnessed more of the social injustice
inAmerica
We all hear it on the news: racial
profiling, health care crisis, violence

against women and I could go on and
on.
But no one ever hears about an execution until the day of - hours before
that fated midnight. Most people tsk,
tsk ... and I would safely say a majority of them assume that person is
guilty.
But what if they aren't? Just a few
weeks ago, the state of Missouri put
Marlin Gray of St. Louis to death (Oct
26, 2(05) at the Bonne Terre Prison in
an execution chamber that our illustrious penny pinching Governor had built
(by the way, Gov. Blunt claims to be
Pro-Life). Missouri, under the control
of Matt Blunt, cannot afford to make
sure the elderly, disabled and poor
have health care, but hey, we have a
brartd spanking new death chamber.
Whenever I hear of an execution, I
always spend that evening in a quiet
prayer vigil of my own. But I had
never publicly experienced a vigil or

• UMSL Amnesty member reflects on
execution-night vigil outside of prison

gone to protest an execution until just
recently.
For those of you who do not know,
Marlin Gray was a native St. Louisan
that was convicted of raping and murdeling two young girls in 1991 at the
Chain of Rocks Bridge in North St.
Louis County.
I have never personally met Mr.
Gray. However, I feel like I have.
I have a quite a few close friends
that grew up with Marlin and proclaim
his innocence.
Now, neither my friends nor I were
on that bridge that evening, and it is
human nature to want to believe in
someone that you have called a friend.
I couldn't tell you exactly what
happened on the Chain of Rocks
Bridge in 1991 but I do know that until
his last breath, Marlin said he was
innocent.
I have read some transcripts of the
case and found quite a few discrepan-

cies and I am n9t even a law student
For example, how are you charged
with rape if there wasn't a DNA test
done?
Even better, how are you charged
with murdering two people when only
one body was ever recovered?
Don't get me wrong, I do not condone violence, and I am not trying to
say that if you break the law you
should not be punished, but I do
believe in human rights. I also believe
that Gov. Blunt was wrong when he
did not grant this man a stay until the
case could be further exanlined.
I remember talking to Marlin on the
telephone shortly after he had been
found guilty and then incarcerated. He
was upbeat.
I remember thinking to myself,
"How can he sound so happy when
such a thing has happened to him?"
see DEATH PENALTY, page 12

Science COIU11'Zll

Domesticating plants as a way to save diversity
It is not usually the case that
domestication of a plant saves genetic
diversity.
Often, people domesticate a plant
species because they like a particular
trait. Because we want the sweeter
fruits or the bigger ones, domestication
usually means just selection the individual plants with that characteristic, a
narrower rartge of the species.
Most people know the rule that
you should not take wild plants from
the forest, lest yon risk reducing the
forest's diversity. But researchers at
Washington University recently
uncovered an instance in which taking
a wild plant home actually is saving
genetic diversity.
In genetics, diversity means keeping options open. Having a wider
number of variations of a gene (alleles)
is an important issue in both forest
conservation and in domesticating
species. Generally. when a rare plant is
removed from its habitat or if a great
mlllber of individual plants of a more
common species are removed, you run

vanaaon,
making
the risk of reducing the
genetic pool the species
whole species vulnerable to a single disease,
can draw on. In this
case, removing a variplus the loss of potentially useful traits that
ety of eXanlples of this
species in a situation in
are not being used in
current cultivars .. For
which the habitat is
this reason, worldwide
being lost, became like
seeds banks have been
researchers taking samples to preserve diversiestablished to preserve
ty. In this case, howevdomestic plant genes
er, the species was cultiBY CATE MARQUIS
that could be lost in
monoculture
techvated as a domesticated
Science Columnist
crop.
niques of agriculture.
In
this
case,
Conservationists are
concerned about the preservation of researchers found that farmers and
genetic diversity both in the variety of farnilie·s in Central America were takspecies in ecosystems and within a ing samples of a small tree, j6cote
species. Species that have gone (Spondias purpurea), from the forests
through evolutionary bottlenecks, to cultivate at home for its small
near-extinction events that have mango-like fruit. However, since peoreduced genetic variety within the ple were taking different varieties of
species as in the case of cheetahs, are the plant from forests they therefore
more vtllnerable to extinct tluougb a we s~g the species diversify as
single disease because of their genetic the fore dwiiidled along' with the
similarity. In domesticated plants, plant's wild 'varieties.
The researchers uncovered that the
there are also concerns about lack of

diversity of jocote was being preserved by multiple sanlplings because
of the great variations seen in cultivated varieties of the fruit.
In a paper published in Proceedings
of the National Academy of Science
this August, Dr. Allison Miller, a postdoctoral. researcher at the University of
Colorado, and professor of biology at
Washington University Dr. Barbara
Schaal, along with Dr. Peter Raven,
Director of the Missouri Botanical
Garden, have found that local people
were taking a variety of samples of the
species out of the forest in an area of
large-scale deforestation. These
actions have actually preserved some
of the species' diversity a~ the forests
were lost.
Often domestication of species
focuses on a narrow range of desirable
traits, and so results in a loss of diversity for a species. In this case, the cultivated species were known b a variety of commoo nam .
see SCIENCE
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Even patriots can dissent
I saw a bumper
able to vote, and there
would still be slavery.
sticker on the way
home from school last
Sit back and think,
"What
if
the
week that read "AntiWar = Pro-TelTOrism."
Continental Congress
Now, on a normal
never met, what if
day, I probably would
Abraham
Lincoln
never
wrote
the
have laughed and gone
Emancipation
on with my life. For
Proclamation,
and
some reason, I got
extremely upset thinkwhat if Martin Luther
King never told us
ing about its meaning:
BY ADAM W ISEMA N
If you are against the
about his drearns T
War in Iraq, then you
Photo Director
This country was
not built just by the
must be in partnership
Founding Fathers and the soldiers that
with the al-Qaida network.
Maybe, if you are against the war, fight in war's, this country was built by
then you have weapons of mass every person that, was, is, and will be
destruction. Or maybe it simply means an Americarl.
I Support the Amelican people, and
that since you are Anti-War, then you
are not patriotic. What?
I question the government. ¥ihere is
Because I question the government Osama Bin Laden? \Vhy ar'e your top
and the way it handles certain things, official.s in ethics classes? Why did I
then I am not patriotic? Well, that's spend so much money for gasoline the
interesting, since this is the United last three months, to hear that gas comStatecs, and it was founded on ques- panies had record profits? Why are
tioning authOlity. Instead of the United you worried about steroid use, when
States of Anlerica, we could be the we are at war? Why do you want to
United States of Great Britain. Also, cut into my student loans? I will conour government didn't get it right in tinue to question the government
the first draft, the constitution has been about going to war with Iraq and I am
anlended over 20 times since the bilth no less patriotic in the fight to protect
of this great nation.
our freedom than a man or woman that
In fact, if no one ever questioned chooses to go into the military.
I just use a different weapon.
our government, women would not be

Need a
practicum?
The Current is looking for candidates to complete
practicums for the winter semester in the following
areas: advertising, photography, production, writing
and copy editing. Positions fill quickly .. Call Sl6-S174
or email current@jinx.umsl.edufor more details.
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Current
invite you to stop by The
Current's table on the
Millennium Student Center
Bridge on Thursday,
December 1 st at 12 :00 PM
to pick up a pass to see

It's how you use it.
The Current is hiring staff photographers. Candidates should have a creative eye for
composition and a keen sense of camera operation. Photoshop knowledge useful.
For more info, contact us at 314-516-5174 or email: current@jinx.umsl.edu

Passes are available on a first·come, first-served basis.
No purchase necessary. While supplies last.
Employees of all promotional partners and their agencies
are not eligible. One pass per person. This film is rated
PG·13 for sequences of violence and sexual content.
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ooking on a budget in college
can be difficult, especially
when most students find their
wallets more empty than full. Finding
a meal for oneself might seem hard,
but some students have to prepare
meals for their significant others,
spouses or children.
Of course students cannot always
rely on fast-food for healthy and cheap
meals and most students can only eat
Easy-Mac or Ramen noodles for so
long, before they experience additional cravings.
"Sometimes eating out can be just
as costly as cooking a great meal,"
Laura Haywood, junior, education,
said. "I would cook more if! had more
time and could save money."
So how far can $10 go when planning a meal? Here are some cheap and
easy dinner recipes:
Chicken offers numerous recipes
for people on a budget. Chicken
parmesan, lemon grilled chicken,
easy-bake chicken, barbecue grilled
chicken and chicken cordon bleu, are
just a few examples of typical chicken
entrees. For students looking for a
chicken meal that is sure to please, try
Easy Bake Chicken and Rice.
First, begin with these ingredients:
1 can of cream of chicken soup, 1 cup
of water, 3/4 cup uncooked rice, 112
teaspoon paprika (optional), 114 teaspoon salt, 112 teaspoon pepper and
boneless chicken breasts.
In an average sized baking pan,
mix all of the ingredients except for
the chicken. After everything is combined together in the pan, place the
chicken breasts on top of the mixture
and bake for 45 minutes. The total cost
for this meal is about $9.
Another inexpensive meal to try is
tuna casserole. Begin by bringing 3/4
cups of water to a boil Add in 1 112
cups of elbow macaroni. In a casserole
dish, combine I can of flaked tuna, I
can of condensed mushroom soup, 1/4
cup of milk and 1 tablesfXlOn of butter.
Place the soft cooked noodles on
top of the ingredients and sprinkle
cheddar cheese on top. Bake in the
oven at 350 degrees for approximately 20 minutes. When the cheese is
completely melted, the meal is ready
to be served. The cost for this meal is

10 meals under

Cooking on a college budget
Story by: Melissa McCrary

1 can of cream of chicken soup
1 cup of water

cookie dough

3/4 cup uncooked rice

1 package of cream cheese

1/2 teaspoon paprika(optional)

1 container of frozen whipped

1/4 teaspoon salt

topping

1/2 teaspoon pepper

2 tablespoons of lemon juice

boneless chicken breasts

Sliced fruit of choice.

For seafood lovers, shrimp and
green bean stir fry can satisfy two
tastes in one. Mix 1 tablespoon of
cornstarch
and
1
teaspoon
Worcestershire sauce. Combine 12
ounces of fresh green beans with 1
pound of frozen peeled shrimp in a
skillet or medium-sized wok.
Cook on low tempernture until it is
fully heated. Then add in the sauce,
cooking for about two more minutes.
Give time to let the dish cool, then
another fast and cheap meal is finished. This meal costs approximately
$9.
In the mood for Mexican? How
about burritos? Brown 114 pound of
ground beef and add a 16 ounce can
of drained pinto beans. Then stir in
taco seasoning, until the combined
ingredients thicken. The final step is
to sprinkle shredded cheese on top,
with the ingredients on flour tortillas.
The total ingredients for this meal
cost about $8.
Instead of having a pizza delivered, students can create their own
homemade
supreme
pizzas.
Ingredients include: Pillsbury Pizza
Crust, that can be found by the canned
biscuits and croissants at a local grocer, tomato sauce, 1 package of pepperoni, 1 package of mozzarella
cheese, 1 red and green bell pepper
and 1 jar of black olives.
Batten the pizza crust on a stone
or pizza pan, spread the sauce on crust
and add toppings. Bake on 350
degrees for approximately 20 minutes
or until CIust is golden. Slice and
enjoy this $8 meal.
Those looking for a large meal that
will supply plenty of leftovers can try
tomato, garlic and mushroom pasta.
First, buy 1 box of spaghetti noodles,
whatever kind of spaghetti sauce, 1
tomato, 1 package of chopped garlic
and a package of mushrooms from
the produce department Boil noodles
in pot of water until they are soft and
drain. Stir in sauce, garlic and mushrooms and the meal is complete. This
meal typically serves about four pe0ple and costs under $2 per serving.

see 10 UNDER $"tO, page 7
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Nail-biting show ...

Hand washing is key
to avoid flu season
BY PATRICIA LEE

Features Associate Editor

EDITOR
MELISSA McCRARY

. Features Editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811
Mike Sherwlnl The Cumml

the week's

best
bets
Pool Tournament
Dec. 1 @ 7 p.m.
Provincial House

The Pierre Laclede Honors
College Student Association
will host its annual pool
tournament, Get Felt, in
Seton Lounge in South
Campus Provincial House.
Admission is $5. For more
info call 516-n33.

Student Concert

Dec. 1 @ 7:30 p.m.
Lee Theater - PAC
Various UM-St. Louis student chamber string groups
will perform a concert.
Admission is free. Contact
Betsy Seabaugh at 5164421.

Alex Feldhaus and Brijul Bhakta perform in Christopher Durang's irreverent comedy
"Titanic" on Tuesday, Nov. 15 in the Lee Theater of the Touhill Performing Arts Center.
The production, by the University Players, was one of two free performances during a
free open house event at the PAC.
.

Study abroad panel talks about
campus life in a foreign country
BY BRIAN

E.

OLIVER

Staff Writer

For students who have wondered
what foreign cultures are like, the
study abroad program might be something to consider.
According to Traci Faschingbauer,
study abroad coordinator at UM-St.
Louis, the study abroad program is
ideal for students wising to expand
their horizons. Studying abroad can
also be quite affordable.
"You pay UMSL tuition for the
classes you take," Faschingbauer said.
'The credit you eam is in-resident
credit. It is possible to go in your
senior year."
On Nov. 16, the Center for
International Studies and the Office of
Multicultural Relations co-sponsored
a study abroad panel which featured
four current UM-St Louis students
and one recent UM-St Louis graduate
who had participated in the study
abroad program.
Marylynn Turner, senior, anthropology, spent the 2005 winter semester
in Ireland and was quite pleased with
the experience.
"I've seen the study abroad folks a

Crystal McZeal, senior, business
couple years back and found it was
rather easy to go," she said. She added administration, had always wanted to
that the Irish "are very relaxed people visit China, but had not given thought
- very, very laid back."
to the possibility of actually taking a
Bethel Malugeta, who earned ber . trip until she ran into Faschingbauer.
bachelor's degree in international busiWhen McZeal arrived in China,
ness last year, decided to spend her last she first stayed with a friend who had
semester in Guadalajara, Mexico and studied abroad in the United States for
a week and a half. Then she moved
is glad she went.
'it was a great experience," she into a private donn for the remainder
said. "Plus the credit counted even of the Wlllter 2005 semester.
though they were in the last semester."
She added that she was not really
Malugeta admitted that it was ini- scared to be in China but found out
tially a bit overwhelming, but that she that "in China, you have to be careful
was able to adjust thanks to the culture how you say things" because if you
shock orientation she had gone say something wrong, people will
through before leaving and the help of think you are a bit strange. She added
the' people in the program who had that it helped being a foreigner in
done it before and who walked her China because "since you're a foreignthrough it Another thing that helped er, most people will be polite."
was "the international language of
While on her trip, McZeal got to
smiles."
see the Great Wall of China and the
NaKenya Shumate, senior, com- Terracotta Warriors, which she
munication, spent two weeks over the described as "absolutely gorgeous."
summer in Vienna, Austria. While
Terra Parnell, junior, anthropology,
there she was able to visit the vine- had always wanted to study abroad
yards, SchOnbrunn Palace and and got her chance during the winter of
Belvedere Palace in Vienna and also 2005 when she spent a semester
went hiking in the Alps. She also abroad in Germany.
enjoyed her trip abroad.
'There are things there that you
would never see here," Shumate said.
see STUDY ABROAD. see page 7

Health Services offers the flu
vaccine to students for about $20$25. It has not yet received the vaccine, but when it is available, Health
Services will notify students by Email. It will be distributed on a first
come, first serve basis.
'i got vaccinated once before but
I stiI1 got the flu so I don't get it anymore," said Justin "Jojo" Bello,
sophomore, nursing. Bello said he
rarely gets sick and attributed it to
staying warm and eating spicy

According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, as
much as 20 percent of the U.S. population each year gets the flu. Often,
it starts with a friend or roommate
getting sick before it spreads to those
they have been in close contact with.
While the flu is contagious, there are
several ways to stay healthy and
reduce the risk of getting the flu.
foods.
"Most of why we get sick is from
'Td say you definitely want to
the lack of washing hands," said layer yourself, with a scarf, gloves,
Kathy Castulik:, health educator for coat," Bello said as he demonstrated
Health Services. "Everything has his six layers of clothing. "Drink lots
bacteria and bacteria is transferred of fluids and don't go out with wet
through our membranes such as our hair. It's about wearing the approprieyes, our nose and our mouth."
ate clothing-you see kids wearing
Wrth improper hand washing and shorts and a hOodie with sandals.
touching the membranes, the body is They just don't want to let go of
exposed to bacteria, ' including those summer."
that cause the flu.
Castulik said that many people
"If you have a low immune sys- are prone to getting sick in the wintem to begin with or you're not feel- ter, but can reduce their chances by
ing well to begin
living
a
with, are overhealthy
tired or overlifestyle yearstressed,
that
round.
weakens your
"When
immune system
you're out in
and makes your
the cold and
risk factors highdon't
you
er for' getting
dress approsick," Castulik
priately, that
said.
makes your
Castulik recrisk factors
ommends washhigher
for
ing hands thorbronchitis,
oughly several
flu-like symptimes a day with illustration by Rudy Scoggins! The Cu.rrent
toms,
body
antibacterial
aches, chills,
soap. When soap and water are not so it's just about dressing accordingavailable, a hand sanitizer with alco- ly and eating right," said Castulik:.
hol is also effective at killing germs.
Castulik: recommends following
''I would sanitize everything," the basic food groups, taking a
Castulik said. Two of the most com- multi-vitamin, exercising regularly
mon places that bacteria live on are and staying hydrated.
on computer keyboards and money.
"I drink a lot of orange juice,"
''I would say that 90 percent of the said Chelsea Moll, junior, liberal
things we get sick from are from lack studies. "I haven't gotten the flu in
of proper hygiene," Castulik said.
about three years and I'm usually
Another way to reduce the risk of pretty healthy."
getting the flu is to get vaccinated.
Drinking enough fluids can boost
The vaccine can reduce the risk of the immun~ system by washing out
catching influenza, but does not toxins and keeping the body hydratalways prevent it.
ed. Likewise, exercising boosts the
'it depends on their health histo- immune system when the body's
ry and their past whether or not they toxins escape through sweat.
should get [the vaccine]," Castulik Reducing stress levels and getting
said, "If~ou see that you're around a enough sleep are other ways to
lot of people and you have a risk of reduce the risk factors for getting
getting colds and getting sick easily, sick.
then I do recommel)d. it. If you have
"It's just about living healthy
diabetes or asthma then I would tec- year-round and the bottom line is
ommendit."
just proper hygiene," Castulik: said.
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10 UNDER $10, from page 6
_._------------------_._----- - ---- - -_.- --_._----_.__.--Looking for a meal to warm up a
cold day? The website www.betterbudgeting. com offers the recipe for
cheap chili cheese cornbread. The
ingredients include: 2 cans of chili
with beans, shredded cheese, 1 box of
Jiffy cornbread mix, 1 egg and 1/3
cup of milk. The directions say to
spread the chili in a greased dish,
sprinkle the cheese across the chili,
stir the milk: and egg into the cornbread mix and spread on top. Bake
until cornbread is completely cooked.
Cost for meal is $6.
A fresh recipe for vegetarian
lovers is apple, walnut, raspberry
salad. Toss in a head of lettuce, sliced
apples, crushed walnuts and raspberry vinaigrette dressing into a salad
bowl. This meal is refreshing on hot
days. Meal cost is $6.
For a cheap delicious desert, fruit
pizza is an option. The ingredients
needed are 1 package of refrigerated
sugar cookie dough, 1 package of
cream cheese, 1 container of frozen
whipped topping, 2 tablespoons of
lemon juice and sliced fruit of choice.
Bake cookie dough for 10 to 12

,._-

STUDY ABROAD,

..._

--

Page 7

from page 6

- -- - - - - - - ----------_._- -_._---- -_._ --_._-

She really liked the experience and . spend $1,500 of her own money for the
minutes. Spread cream cheese and added, ''I was lucky. I took a cheaper semester she spent in China
whipped cream on dough. Add lemon room. I went for a single dorm room
Study abroad programs planned for
juice over cream mixture and arrange where I shared a kitchen. I lived with this summer include a Japan Study
the fruit. Let the desert chill for one to Russians, Bulgarians, and Portuguese. Tour from May 15 to May 31, an
two hours in refrigerator and then There was a bubble of languages. I met Archaeological Adventure in Greece
a whole lot more people than I would from June 1 to June 19 and a
serve. Cost is $7.
have met had a lived in a full room."
Not in the mood for a huge meal
Fascbingbauer added that the interand looking for a snack? Pigs in a
national mixtme of the study abroad
blanket are cheap and easy. Lay
croissants on baking pan and use a program made the experience especialknife to insert a hole in the middle.
ly rewarding for many students.
"You leam not only about the counPlace little smokies between croistry you're going to, but about cultures
sants and bake for about 12 to 15
from all over the world. Some people
~utes . This finger-food snack costs
about $5_
may go to China and find their best
When shopping and planning a friend is from Mexico," Faschingbauer
dinner, many stu dents look for the said.
While students involved in the
most reasonable. and practical ways
to save money. Jennifer Oberholz,
study abroad program usually do not
graduate student, education, does . work while in a foreign country, there
many things to save money on gr0- is financial assistance available.
Faschingbauer pointed out that ''The
ceries.
"I try to look for things on sale, same grants and loans for which students are currently eligible in their
buy genelic store-brand products and
usually go to Sam's Wholesale," she frnancial aid package can apply
towards an approved study abroad prosaid.
With these tips in mind, students
grarn."
can be on their way to cooking more
McZeal added that she also got
additional scholarships and only had to
affordable meals.

- - ---------------..._---------_..__..__ .
Strasbourg French Language Program
from July 2 to July 22. Study abroad
programs for the regular school year
have included trips to over 30 countries
from North America, Europe, Asia and
Africa Generally, students must have
at least a 2.75 GPA to participate.

SportsWriters:

We Need YOU!
APPLY TODAY AT THE CURRENT

CLINTON INTERN,

from page 1
While working on her master's at
UM-St. Louis, Boyd has been a
member of Sigma Gamma Rho
Sorority, Inc., the
National
Association of Female Executives,
the American Society for Public
Administration and currently serves
as an advisor on the Statewide Public
Policy Committee for Citizens for
Missouri's Children.
"I have worked many internships
and three jobs to put myself through
undergrad, while attending school
full-time. Involvement in my sorority, prestigious organizations and
work helped prepare ine for the i:eal
world," she said.
In 2001, Boyd was presented in
"The Source," Springfield, Mo., as
"The
first
African-American
Women 's History Month Honoree."
During the same year, Boyd was
acknowledged in The Springfield
News-Leader's
"Awards
and
Achievers." In 2002, she was a
recipient of the "Resolution Award,"
given by the Missouri House of
Representatives.
Last year, Boyd was a recognized
scholar to Kid's Chance Inc. of
Missouri website and founded and
became
the
president
for
Professionals
Responding
on
Minority
Issues
and
Social
Engagement. This year Boyd was
pleased to be recognized in New
York State's Empire's ''Who's Who
Among Empowering Executives and
Professionals. "
She has been a volunteer mentor
and motivational speaker to numerous high school and college students.
Before working as an intern in
Clinton's office in June, Boyd was
employed in 2004 with the John
Kerry for President, Inc. Presidential
Campaign based in Washington.
Arzu Karirnova, a UM-St. Louis
alum, met -Boyd through school and
by working with her on the John
Kerry Campaign.
"She was a volunteer coordinator
for the campaign when I worked
with her," Karirnova said. "She is
very passionate and believes in what
she is doing. She wants to help lowincome families and be a strong
leader in politics."
Boyd said that she had ieamed
about the internship with Senator
Clinton's HILPAC, in Washington,
D.C. , after she bad attended ajob fair
while working on the Kerry
Campaign.
"1 went through with the internship because it was a great opportunity and I knew that I would be
exposed to one of the best by working for Hillary," she said. "It was an
honor to work with Hillary, especially as an African-American from St.
Louis. There aren't too many black
students in the country that have
access to this opportunity. I was the
only black student from the Midwest
to intern for her."
With working for Clinton, some
of her job responsibilities included
managing the political contact base,
assisting with political and policy
news briefings for her website, organizing fundraisers in Washington and
being involved in political outreach
initiatives.
"Hillary is very demanding_ She
has a very strong presence, yet she's
down to earth, gracious and has a
sense of humor," she said. "She is
very knowledgeable and intelligent
about many issues."
Terry Jones, professor of political
science and coordinator of the
internship program at UM-St. Louis,
supplied her with forms to get academic credit for her internship.
"She was very active in the John
Kerry campaign," Jones said. "I
never had her in class, so I don 't
know her too well, but from what I
can see I think she is a very capable
person and is a go-getter."
Boyd said that students who want
to get involved in politics should
work on a canlpaign as a field organizer or intern in Jefferson City or
Washington, D.C. first.
"Students should build a connection base and observe how people
are treated and how deals are made.
Ask a lot of questions," she said.
"Reach out to the older people and
try to obtain mentors. Be willing to
pay your dues and work long hours
for little or nothing. It will payoff
and the connections will be useful in
the future when looking for other
jobs and key internships."
She said that one of the most
important pieces of advice for political students is to learn how to network.
Right now, Boyd works as a
District Liaison Coordinator for the
Black Leadership Roundtable, but
she has many future plans regarding
where her life is heading.
~ 'I want to attend law school soon,
after I complete.my master's degree.
I want to be involved in many organizations ' practice, perhaps start my
own business and run for office," she
said. "I want to run for President of
the United States when I am older.
Perhaps then America will be ready
for a black woman president."
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C ATE MARQUIS

Jamie Foxx (left) plays a sarcastic and comedic drill sergeant named Sgt. Sykes, w ho molds Jake Gyllenhaal (right) as Swoff, a young Marine in the movie, "Jarhead."

A&E Editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

Stephen Lynch
brings acoustic
comedy toPageant show
BY .JASON WENDLE TON

'Jarhead' is one soldier's story in unusual war
BY CATE MARQUIS

A&E Edito r
Gulf War I, our fust war with
Iraq, was a most unusual war. Our
troops spent a long time in the desert
waiting to attack, to free Kuwait
from invading Iraqi forces, but when
the war started in was over almost
immediately. It beat the Israeli's Six
Day War for brevity.
The concern with Sam Mendes'
film "Jarhead" was whether this film
about one soldier 's experience in that
conflict might seem like either an

anti-war message or a pro-war one. If
fact, it walks a line between them by
focusing on the personal expt:rience,
both positive and negative, of military service in wartime.
"Jarhead" is not a typical war
film. For one thing. it is very slow
moving, with surprisingly little
action , but perhaps the same could be
said for the unusual war that serves
as this personal story's backdrop. For
another thing, it is surprisingly
thoughtful and introspective . What
the film lacks in conventional action,
it mak up for in its bawdy energy,

finely drawn characters and insight
on the lives of young men in remarkable circumstances. As has been
observed before, the li ves of soldiers
in wartime is often long periods of
boredom plmctuated by bliefer periods of absolute terror.
Based on a memoir by Anthony
Swofford and directed by Sam
Mendes, "Jarhead" stars Jake
Gyllenhaal as a young Marine who
comes from a family with a tradition
with the Marines. But it is not sentiment that leads Swoff (Gyllenhaal)
to the Marines but a family situation

so contentious that he joins up to
escape. No sooner has he joined than
he wants out "On the way to college,
1 accidentally joined the Marines,"
Swoff's character laments early in
the film. His status as reluctant soldier actually makes his story a more
universal one, harkening back to
generations of draftees and the accidental soldier's experience of countless generations.
Jamie Foxx plays their sardonic
drill sergeant, Sergeant Sykes, who
molds Swoff and the others into soldiers, while maintaining his biting

running commentary. Swoff is )
befriended and mentored by another
more experienced Marine, Troy
(peter Sarsgaard) whose level-headedness and spit-and-polish devotion ,
to the corps, helps keep the more ."
explosive Swoff out of trouble.
Although "Jarhead" is a one
man's story, and a very personal film,
it has its universal side. J arhead, of
course, is the Marines' nickname for
themselves, inspired by the recruilS '
short, flat-top haircut
see ..JARHEAD, page 9

Staff Writer
It has been said that secretly, all
comedians want to be rock stars. Deep
down, the class clown wants to be the
coolest guy.1n schoob
.

"D.I:tn:t belie~me~ ,Omsidel: corne- ;
diarvactor Jack Black who started the
mock rock group Tenacious D. Need
more proof? How aboutAdarn Sandler,
whose classic ''Hanukkah song" was so
beloved it was made into a feature film
Add comedian Stephen Lynch to the
list of fi.muymen who wish they were
rockers. A staple of Comedy Central
and VHl's hit series "I Love the '80s,"
Lynch has a growing (and devoted) fan
base. Lynch brought his unique,
acoustic comedy to St Louis on Nov.
15 at The Pageant
The show was a strange mixture of
rock show and comedy. Upon initially
seeing and hearing Lynch, it's easy to
dismiss him as a novelty act The guy
has some serious talent, though .
Throughout the show Lynch was able
to think: quickly on his feet, hastily
shooting down several hecklers with
his sharp wit.
Musically, Lynch may not be the
next Clapton, but after a few songs it
became clear that the man knows his
way around the guitar. The ability to
strum, sing, and contort one's face all at
the same time cannot be easy-but
Lynch makes it look like mere child's
play.
Lynch's humor has been described
as sick, twisted, and juvenile. 1 agree
with all three. That said, 1found Lynch
to be as fi.muy as he is disgusting. As
basic and banal as his fart jokes are, he
has many more songs that feature biting
social commentary and brilliant word
play.
Beyond just his craft, Lynch is a seasoned stage perfonner. My favorite part
of the show was how he talked to the
audience. Rather than ignore the sea of
people, or create an illusion of equality,
Lynch lets his fans know who is in
charge. Like most live performances I
have been to, there were several people
who insisted on shouting song titles at
the stage. This is pedlaps the most
annoying concert fan (with the possible
exception of the guy who goes around
spilling his beer everywhere). Lynch
would smile and cheerfully refused to
play any song that was shouted at him
saying, "I'm not a jukebox."
The majority of the show centered
on Lynch's new album, "The Craig
Machine," which carne out last month.
Some of the night's best moments carne
from this album.
Concert attendee Leah Gossage had
not heard the entire new album prior to
the show, but left wanting to pick up a

copy.
'The new songs .were awesome,"
Gossage said. "Stephen Lynch was just
as funny live as he is on TV." The rest
of the audience seemed to agree. At the
end of his two hour set (Plus one
encore) it was clear that Stephen Lynch
isn't quite a rock star ... but he is one

Concert Reoiez ()

Rushmore
OKGI energizes show at Mississippi Nights Academy
talks pop
in St. Louis
BY ZACH MEYER

Mw.'ic Critic

Last Friday night, OKGO graciously presented themselves at
Mississippi Nights to hundreds of
fans ranging from ages IS to SO.
Young admirers, dressed for the
occasion in paisley shirts and pinstriped shirts and pants, crowded the
stage while the older crowd preferred to stay in the jam-packed 21 +
area, sitting at the bar in anticipation
while they waited for the show to
begin .
The wide age spectrum was actually quite refreshing. Not very often
do you see parents taking their children to a rock concert that they both
enjoy, and even less do you see both
parent and child giddy at seeing their
favorite rock stars live. The aura of
Mississippi Nights was one that
occurs very infrequently.
The lights soon dimmed and
OKGO, dressed in full suits, stormed
the stage blasting out "Don't Ask
Me" from their self titled debut
album. The band members clearly
enjoyed being onstage despite the
apparent heavy partying they had
partaken in the previous night.
Lead singer and front man,
Damian Kulash, spouted out afterwards, "It's really kind of terrible.

crowd held him up and joined in.
After playing a heated version of
"You ' re So Damn Hot," the band
quickly left the stage which the
sound crew irnrnediately started to
clear off. Fans, most of who knew
what was about to happen , packed
the front of the stage. Soon after, the
band appeared once more.
"We don't do encores. Tons of
bands play encores every night, and
you know what?" asked Kulash,
'They play the same encores night
after night. That's lame. We play
everything we can without all of that
crap!"
So instead of playing an encore,
the band took their positions, and as
"A Million Ways" blaSted through
the speakers, the OKGO performed
Members of the band, OKGO include Damian Kulash, lead singer
the dance routine straight from their
and guitar; Tim Nordwind, bass; Dan Konopka, drums; and Andy
music video. Young or old, male or
Ross, vocals and keyboards.
female, fans went wild.
All-in-all, OKGO put on a great
First they make you driuk, a lot, and the night involved a cover of The energized show but perhaps the best
there's really nothing you can do Violent Femmes' "Kiss Off' and an part of the concert was after the set
about it. And then you fmd yourself intricate dance number to their sin- Every one of the band members
quite sick, quite ill, making it really gle "A Million Ways."
came out to sign autographs, take
During the Violent Femmes . pictures, and to just hang out. Before
difficult to sing. And then your helpful pharmaceutical aid comes to your cover, Kulash dropped his guitar and leaving, I asked Kulash what he
side. And then they say, ' You rnow jumped off stage and into the pit, thought of St. Louis. His reply was,
Damien, for the next two weeks making sure everyone was having a "1 think SI. Louis is a beautiful town
you're going to be really hopped up good time. He then proceeded to and ·l wonder why there is nobody in
on methopoliciloads. '"
.
dash onto the bar tables and scream the streets in the middle of the day
However, the two highlights of the lyrics as loud as he could as the but other than that, it's a great city."

'Shopgirl' marks best Steve Martin film in years
BY CATE MARQUIS

.... - --- Film Critic

Based on Steve Martin 's bestselling book, "Shopgirl" is a small,
almost introspective tale of romance
and heartbreak, which is both intelligent and accessible. It is one of the
best filrns about adult love.
The fllrn has a magical quality,
and it is both funny and sweetly sad.
The film's smooth and dreamy surface of a young woman drifting
through life, looking for some human
connection, flows over a perhaps a
deeper current of meaning in life.
Mirabelle (Claire Danes) left her
small town behind to travel to glittering Hollywood but now she finds
herself working at the glove counter
of an upscale Beverly Hills department store. The kind of gloves she
sells at her counter are not the warm
and practical kinds, but the long, slim
evening wear that looks beautiful but

Most of the time, Mirabelle herself is
like elegant window dressing, standing behind a counter next to the haute
couture dress section just in case her
wares might be called for.
Despite her prettiness, Mirabelle
thinks of herself as plain, unremarkable, unnoticed. She feels as ignored
in life as she is at the glove counter.
Into this one shopgirl's world
come two very different men. On one
level, "Shopgirl" starts out with a
kind of do and don't dating guidefor
young men, a dating version of
" what not to wear," with Jason
Schwartzman's character Jeremy
providing examples of all the wrong
things to do. Steve Martin's Ray provides the counter illustration of dating etiquette. The difference between
the two men vying for her attention is
not just in their ages or their income,
but in how they treat her on that first
date.
-

Photo courtesy www.rottentomatoes.com

Steve Martin plays one of two men vying for Mirabelle, played by
Claire Danes, in "Shopgirl." The movie, based on Martin's bestselling book, follows Danes' character during her move to
Hollywood, where she works in a Beverly Hills department store.

BY ZACH MEYER

MusiC Critic
Rushmore Academy, a muchbuzzed about band from St. Louis, is
letting the world know that it is out
to play pop rock and although the
members of the band accept their
current underground status, they are
not willing to settle for anything less
than fame. Playing through their
shows at a blistering rate, with an
array of colored lights that highlight
the stage, and incorporating antics
such as performing in .high school
gym class uniforms, Steve Neske on
lead vocals, Craig Jenkins on keyboards, Steve Fee on lead guitar,
Jason Kramer on bass, and Matt
Effinger on drums, are going for the
spot light.
1 interviewed the band before
their show at Mississippi Nights,
Nov. 23 . Sitting pow-wow style, the
members of Rushmore Academy
discussed their personal philosophies on music,the St. Louis rock
scene, and Wes Anderson films .
"If there's a band that I've loved
from the beginning gets on the top
40 radio , I'm going to be proud of
them," said Neske, front man and
band leader, on the topic of fame.
"1 wouldn't be afraid to have a
single on the radio, or a music video.
Basically, we 're trying to get' to the
point where we can do this for a job
and we don ' t have to do anything
else," said Fee, a burly human ball
of energy.
Although St. Louis has spawned
famous acts, such as Chuck Berry,
and infamous bands like Local H, it
still does not have the same rock
scene as Seattle or Detroit. Yet, this
minor fact does not keep the eyes of
Rushmore Academy from aiming
high. When asked how they planned
on copi ng with this, the band members had plethora of answers.
"It's [St. Louis] definitely growing, if you look at all of the bands
that are coming out now it's drastically more than three to five years
prior," said Neske, "Record labels
don't necessarily look to the
Midwest for their talents, they look
to the coast. "
4r..
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'Ushpizin' tells fable set among ultra-Orthodox Israelis
BY CATE MARQUIS

_w··_- Pilm CritiC

- _.-

"Ushpizin" is loosely translated as
'The Guests" or "Holy Guest" ~d
refers to the spiritual guests that visit
the temporary shelters used by observant Jews during Succoth, the fall holiday that commemorates the time after
the Exodus from Egypt. The film
"Ushpizin" is a sweet, gently comic
fable about an ultra-Orthodox Israeli
couple whose uninvited guests make
their holiday something to remember.
"Ushpizin" is a delightful, funny
and warm film that is full of humanity: The story is like a fable but also
accurately provides a look within this
little-seen Breslau Chassidiln community. The film has comic touches but it
is also a movie of spiritual uplift,
which the filmmaker compared to a
cross between Isaac Bashevis Singer
and "It's A Wonderful Life."
As the festive Succoth holiday
approaches, shopkeepers are hurrying
to stock supplies needed to celebrate.
This includes the "four species" needed to make blessings: date palm
branches (lulav) , myrtle (hadaS), willow (avaros), and especially the citron
(esrog). While some shop owners are
discussing the price of a particularly
perfect citron, dubbed "the Diamond.,"
Moshe Bellanga (writer/star . Shuli
Rand), a very poor but devoted and
well-liked member of the Breslau
Chassidim, cannot help but overhear
their discussion. When they agree to
set its price at a breath-taking 1,000
shekels, Moshe's curiosity gets the
better of him and he cannot help but
ask to see the beautiful lemon-like
fruit.
But this item is far out of Moshe's
reach, a fact that both he and the shopkeepers know. In fact, Moshe is so
poor, he may not be able to pay the
rent, much less buy the holiday supplies for him and his wife Malli
(Rand's real-life wife Michal Bat

SHOPGIRL,

gift of $1,000 from a charitable group.
Malli rejoices that they can now pay
their bills, instead, Moshe runs out to
buy the four species they need, including "the Diamond." Malli is aghast at
his purch~e but Moshe is confidient
he has done the right thing.
Moshe is encouraged in his confidence when, immediately, another
apparent miracle follows. Moshe's
friend Ben Baruch (AvrahamAbutbul)
tells him about an abandoned succah
he can use for the holiday.
Yet another miracle appears, when
guests come to stay in their succah,
but these guests are anything but holy;
they are escaped convicts, Eliyah
Scorpio (Shaul Mizrahi) and Yossef
(nan Ganani), looking for a place to
. hide out. Rhe guests are rude and
abuse their hosts' hospitality shamelessly. The longer these guests stay,
the worse they get.
"Ushpizin" is not only about the little-seen world of Israe1's ultraOrthodox Breslau Chassidim but is
the first film made entirely within that
community, with Breslau Chassidic
actors and authentic locations, all
under the supervision of their rabbi.
The film's director Gidi Dar, a secular
Israeli, used former actors who had
joined this conservative religious
community and followed the rules of
the community in the making of the
film.
Both director Dar and actor/writer
Rand hoped to offer a respectful
glimpse inside the Breslau Chassidic
world through a charmingly entertainPhoto courtesy Picture House Films
ing story.
Moshe (Shuli Rand) stars in "Ushpizin," which looks into the life
The film's story was inspired by a
of the ultra-Orthodox Israili Breslau Chassdim community.
true story, told to director Gidi Dar by
Sheva Rand). Moshe needs to buy not concerned about the citron, which is Shuli Rand., who wrote and stars in
only the "four species' but also a suc- considered a blessing for having a son. "Ushpizin." Dar and Rand had
worked together on Dar's first film
cah, the temporary shelter that the reliDesperate, Moshe tries everything
and Rand had been hailed as one of
gious need to occupy in the holiday to he can think of to find the money to
Israel's
best actors, before Rand
remind them about the time after the prep~ for the holiday, but without
became
ultra-Orthodox.
Exodus and about the temporary success. Finally, his strong-willed
nature of life. He and his wife have wife Malli suggest prayer. After a day
been married five years but, sadly, are of fervent prayer, the couple is visited
see USHPIZIN, page 12
still childless, so Moshe is especially by what looks like a miracle, a sudden
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In the long term of romance, things

al chemistry, he tells her that he cannot
commit to her. She says she underclose to Mirabelle's age, but his poor stands the arrangement
What unfolds after this is a
social skills and self-absorbed behavior confuse more than, they attract her. romance for adults, with adults doing
In a low point of loneliness, she goes what they do in relationships, a far
on a disastrous date with him. Despite more realistic romance than one usualthis, she continues seeing him, in a fog ly sees in films. The three of them
of loneliness, until a much older man eventually form a different sort of
comes into her life. Fifty-something romantic triangle . .
The film is based on Steve Martin's
Ray is handsome and wealthy but
more importantly, he is considerate,. bestselling book, and is a wonderful
socially graceful and respectfully screen adaptation. The characters are
attentive. His lavish attention is irre- all well drawn and the drama unfolds
sistible but they match in interests and through subtle gestures and glances. It
personality as well, and he soon is also one of the best roles for Steve
sweeps her off her feet Despite his Martin of his career, with the smooth
considerate behavior and their person- but emotionally blocked character

are not so simple. Jeremy is cute and

R USHMORE ACADEMY,

struggling to keep his motional walls
intact, while playing the role of solicitous lover. Claire Danes is luminous as
the fragile and sweet Mirabelle, as
striking a character as you are likely to
see on screen this year. Schwartzman
is delightfully comic as the clueless
<lI).d ego-centric Jeremy, whose fascination with Mirabelle drives him to
transform himself and his life.
Director Anand Tucker often uses a
15'fical touch in the images and photography in "Shopgirl." Particularly beautiful are shots that bracket the story, in
which the camera pulls up from an
overheard shot of Mirabelle looking up
through a skylight at the night sky;
moving ever upward until her skylight

is reduced to a speck of light like star.
Despite their understanding,
Mirabelle is smitten by the kinds of
things that Ray can do for her, and she
opens her heart to the experience. As
he showers her with gifts and gestures
of sweetness and affections, the lines
blur between playing a role and real
feeling. Meanwhile, Schwartzman 's
charac.ter Jeremy embarks on a personal journey that opens his eyes to both
his behavior and what he really wants
to be and to have in life.
The film is at times funny but also
has an element of bittersweeUless, particularly in its ending. It is a far cry
from the standard Hollywood
romance.

"First I saw the name The
Academy and I loved that but it was
taken, then I was just flipping through
a bunch of names and I saw
"Rushmore" and I thought, 'that's
cool. ' So then, we just hind of put the
two together. We all love the movie
Rushmore, but there's no direct relation to the Wes Anderson film, but if
someone asks us and we don't feel
like explaining it, we just say, 'yeah',"
said Neske.

In the end, the boys behind
Rushmore Academy love what they
do, and that's play pop-rock. And
someday, they might just make it to
the top.
"Pop has been around forever,
since the dinosaurs really. It doesn't
really matter if it's pop-rock, poppunk or pop-whatever. I just want to
keep evolving and keep doing the best
thing that I believe we can do," concluded Neske.

from page 8

More importantly, Rushmore
Academy is not going to be a band
that dies out with the music trends.
With this generation of rock and roll
almost half way over, Rushmore
Academy is still not worried about its
future or the direction of the music·
scene.
.
Eager to put his word in, Kramer
added his thoughts on the subject saying, '1just think we fit in wherever we
can. I don' t want people to put a spe-

cific label on us, like a specific genre.
Wherever we can fit into that scene
would be amazing, whether we make
it or DOt, whether we're known as a
punk rock band or a synth band., it
doesn't matter. Just to be in the scene
is an honor enough."
On the matter of the band's name,
Rushmore Academy and., quite potentially, copy right infringement due to
Wes Anderson's film, "Rushmore",
the band explained its name.
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Jake Gyllenhaal plays Swoff, a young man who joins the Marines
and trains to be a sniper in "Jarhead." The movie is based on a
memoir of Anthony Swofford and directed by Sam Mendes.

But Swoff also likens the haircut and the Marine's head to the
mouth of a jar, as if the head of
the recruit is an empty vessel
waiting to be filled.
Veterans often have tales about
the absurdities of military life, of
"hurry up and wait," equipment
snafus and officer idiocy but they
almost always speak fondly about
their buddies and friendships
forged. "J arhead" captures this
comradeship of misery perfectly,
showing the reality of close
friendships without glamorizing
war itself.
One of the things that makes
"Jarhead" unlike other war films
is the non-typical war that is at its
center, the brief and nearly bloodless Desert Storm that drove the
Iraqis out of Kuwait. U.S. military
personnel spent weeks stationed
in the desert of neighboring Saudi
Arabia , waiting to · go to war.
When war finally came, it was
oveLalmost as soon as it started.
Like the fictional "Three Kings ,"
perhap s the only other film set in
this conflict, the film's troops are
left keyed up by a battle that never
happens but they still are exposed
to the horrors, emotions and surreal visions of warfare .
The film keeps a darkly
comedic and jaded eye trained on
events as we watch the recruits
driven through the endless boot
camp drills. Swoff only wants the
cushiest berth to wait out his
enlistment but when he is selected
to train as a sniper, he finds an
.unexpected joy in a skill he did
not know he possessed. Sergeant
Jamie Foxx has a tou gh, sardonic
tone and seems to revel in the
world of combat. "Where else
could you see this?" he asks
Swoff, as they stand alone looking
at a horizon filled with burning oil
wells. Back home, he tells the
enlisted man, he is just a clerk in a
hardware store. But Swoff is horrified , not exhilarated, by the massi ve destruction.
As much as Swoff regrets his
decision to join, other buddies
love the military life. War brings
out different responses in people .
Some see a chance. for adventure,
some embrace the discipline and
in a few, a taste for the sadistic
emerges. In the film's early 1990s
time period, the military was
moving away from the old recruiting technique where young
offenders might be offered the
choice of j ail or the military but

military life still draws people for
different reasons.
Sniper Swoff and his buddy
(Peter Sarsgaard) long for a
chance to use their training, the
way fighter pilots long for a perfect hit, yet get an entirely unexpected experience.
The cast is very strong for this
film, with Jake Gyllenhaal, Peter
Sarsgaard, and Jamie Foxx all
excelling in their roles. Foxx
especially continues to amaze
with his skills as an actor. His
ability to wring every drop of
irony and slyness from his lines as
the sergeant, gives the dark elements needed to balance the more
tragic drama carried by Sarsgaard
and Gyllenhaal.
Gyllenhaal presents a young
everyman, at times out of control,
hormone drenched and conflicted.
The role took a little nerve, and
probably time at the gym, for
young Gyllenhaal, who spends
considerable time with few
clothes on, including a drunken
Christmas dance in which he
gyrates his bare posterior for the
camera, nude except for a strategically, and comically, placed Santa
cap. Sarsgaard, who gets to wear
more clothes, turns in a fine,
nuanced perfonnance as a seemingly rock steady guy who helps
keep the more changeable Swoff
on track but whose own past
comes back to haunt him.
Director Sam Mendes, who
also directed "American Beauty,"
finds some images of unexpected
beauty in the horrific events of
war. When Swoff is separated
from his buddies as darkness falls ,
he finds himself wandering in a
desert half-lit by a backdrop of
burning oil wells. As a black mist
of oil rains down from the skies,
covering everything in an eerie
sheen, a graceful, oil-soaked
horse trots out of the darkness up
to the lost Marine to nuzzle him
and then move on. The image is
both haunting and layered with
symbolism.
In the end, the film is more a
trial by fire for Swoff than a gungho recruiting film but it also
leaves those lasting bonds of
shared experience. The military
likes to describe Gulf War I as the
"perfect war" because so much of
it was fought from the air and by
technology, with minimal loss of
troops. If only that were always
the case but war, like life, is more
unpredictable.

Asthma Study
The Clinical Research Center is enrolling
adults and children in a research study
investigating an inhaled medication for asthma.
Participants must be between 12-65 years of
age and a non-smoker. This study includes 5
visits over 19-22 days. Reimbursement for
time and travel is provided.
Conveniently located on the campus of Barnes
Jewish West County Hospital.

c- c

The Clinical
Research Center

314-514-8509
www.clinicalresearchcenter.com
~
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Rivermen basketball
has stunning start
with four straight wins
BY LAGUAN FUSE

Staff Writer

EDITOR
LINDSEY
BARRINGER

Sports Editor

Mike Sherwin! The Curren.t

Derrell Minner wows the crowd with a dunk on Nov. 17 at the Mark Twain Building.

phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

Inline hockey
ends season
undefeated;
team prepares
for invitational
BY BRONWEN

Voss

........_............__ ......

Staff Writer
When it comes to UM-St Louis
students who are interested in hockey
one thing is true--that opportunity is
plentiful. The Rivermen Inline Hockey
Team is one of the best ways for students to play or watch in a competitive
atmosphere for hockey at UM-St.
Louis.
The Riverrnen play in a competitive
intercollegiate league at the Division II
level. They also have two teams--the
Division II team and a B team. The
team practices in the area at the
Matteson's Square Garden in St.
Charles. The team has around 25 members and are looking for more talented
individuals to better their team for the
division.
The UM-StLouis Rivermen are on
the right track. ill 2004, the Division II
team won the National D-II intercollegiate championships. Though the
team's season has ended for the semester, they had an excellent record, ending undefeated 6-0. They are ranked
second in the Great Plains conference,
which consists of UM-St. Louis,
Truman State, Washington University,
SEMO, Missouri State, SLU, SIUCarbondale, and Kansas State. After
Truman State, it is the only undefeated
team in the conference.
Players looking to see some great
competition should come down to the
NCRHA Wmter Invitational that will
be played Jan. 6-8, 2006 at Matteson's
Square Garden and will feature inline
hockey teams from Divisions L II and
III. Not only will local St Louis teams .
be there, but teams from the East and
West coasts will play at the illvitational.

The UM-St Louis men's basketball team starts the season 4-0 for only
the second time in the program's history. The last time the Rivermen posted a 4-0 record was during the inaugural 1966-67 season, under Head
Coach Chuck Smith.
UM-St Louis secured the 4-0 start
with a win over Arkansas Tech on
Saturday. Guard Jonathan Griffin
scored the first basket of the game as
he lead the Rivermen to a 72-69 win
against the Wonder Boys. Griffin
would end the game with his first double-double of the season, scoring 23
points and grabbing 12 rebounds.
Griffin made 10 out of 14 field goals
and also led the team with four assists.
Forward Troy Slaten scored 12
points for the Rivermen and had three
assists in the game. Guard Chris Mroz
came into the game and scored 11
points. Mroz went three for six from
behind the three-point line and had
three assists.
The first half of the game was close
with the lead changing five times. The
Rivermen started to pull away with the
lead after a 16-5 run. They shot 18 for
34 from the field while Arkansas Tech
shot 14 for 24. Slaten scored a last second basket that would give UM-St.
Louis a 14 point lead at the end of the
first half.
The Wonder Boys came into the

second half determined to cut into the
lead. The team went on a 16-3 run
making the score 52-51 with less than
12 minutes in the game. The lead
changed for the first time during the
second balf with only 3:03 left in the
game after Andrew Stanek knocked
down his third three-pointer of the
game, giving Arkansas the lead 64-63.
Mroz answered right back with a
three-pointer making the score 66-64.
With only seven seconds left in the
game, the Rivermen called their final
timeout with the lead 70-69. Marcus
Lyons of the Wonder Boys ~ouled
Mroz setting up two free throw shots
with six seconds left on the game
clock. Mroz hit both shots securing the
Rivermen's win over the Wonder
Boys 72-69.
. The men's basketball team will
play their first conference game of the
season as they host Kentucky
Wesleyan on Thursday. 'We need a
solid crowd to come out to the game to
have good home-field advantage and
send a mes~oe, " said Head Coach
Chris Pilz. If the Rivermen win the
game, it will be the first 5-0 start in
school history.
UM-St. Louis will also host
Southern Indiana (6-0) on Saturday.
The Rivermen will have their work cut
out for them as they face off against
the Screaming Eagles. The Rivennen
will have to defend against GLVC
Player of the Week, Chris Thompson,
who has been GLVC Player of the
Week for two consecutive weeks.

Griffin's double double keeps perfect season alive
BY ROBBIE STONE

Staff Writer
The UM-St. Louis men's basketball team head into two crucial conference games this week with a burst of
steam after four straight victories to
open the season. This season's impressive start marks the first time since the
1966-67 season that the Rivermen
have won four straight games to open
the season. The Rivermen notched
impressive back-to-back win on consecutive nights cluising past Brescia
University on Friday and narrowly
defeating the Wonderboys of Arkansas
Tech in the weekend finale Saturday
night.
The contest was a close one at the
Mark Twain Center in front of a good
size crowd against Arkansas Tech
University. The teams traded leads
early on with both offenses in high
gear. Guards Troy Slaten, Chris Mroz,
and Jonathan Griffin all had the hot
hand in the first half, draining ·shots
with high frequency. Jonathan Griffin
capped the first half with an exclamation point by fighting on the offensive
glass and laying in two of his 23 points
just as the buzzer sounded to increase
the Rivermen's lead to 14 points at the
half.
The ganle really opened up in the
second half. Arkansas Tech, needing
to find a way to get back into the
game, employed the full court press.
The Wonderboys, led by a series of
........
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College athletics:
thorns and roses

BY LINDSEY BARRINGER

Sports Editor

UM-St. Louis turnovers, transition
baskets, and deadly three point shooting, went on a 16-3 run to close the
deficit to one point at 52-51 midway
through the second period.
'The turnovers from the full court
press hurt us in the second half. But we
did beat the press many times we just
couldn't knock down the shots," said
Head Coach Chris Pilz. "Tech scored
many of their points off fast breaks
from turnovers. We're really going to
work on improving our transition
defense next week in practice."
The Riverrnen held their lead and
extended it to six points at 63-67.
Arkansas Tech responded with seven
straight points and took a one-point
lead at 64-63 with just over three minutes remaining. Free throw woes by
the Rivermen kept the game close during the last five minutes. However,
Chris Mroz and Troy Slaten hit clutch
shots down the stretch that would
prove to be the difference in the end,
with a final score of 72-69.
'Things got really towards the end,
I'm just happy to get the 'W'," Pilz
said.
Jonathan Griffin led the Riverrnen
to victory, recording his first double
double of the season. Griffin scored a
game high 23 points as well as adding
12 rebounds and four assists. UM-St
Louis also received solid performances off the bench frOID Chris
Mroz, who scored 11 points, as well as
Sherome Cole, wbo added nine points.
"Our bench contributions have
--.-- - - ~ .--

....

really been the key to our success so
far. We have a strong deep bench and
we're able to keep guys fresh," Pilz
said. .
On Friday night against Brescia,
the Rivermen jumped out to a quick
lead and never looked back. UM-St
Louis cruised to a 70-57 win. Brescia
worked hard all game and kept digging at the Rivermen's lead but came
up short in the end.
Troy Slaten led the attack for UMSt. Louis with 18 points and six
rebounds. Big man David Ward dominated in the paint, tallying 16 points
while matching his career high with
nine rebounds. Jonathan Griffin, Joey
Paul, Aaron Jackson, and several others chipped in solid offensive performances for the win.
"I'm very pleased with the team
has played so far this season. But, I
don't think we will hit our potential
until around February or March," Pilz
said.
The team will be at bome for a pair
of conference games this week hosting
Kentucky Wesleyan on Thursday,
Dec. 1 at 7:30 p.m. and Southern
Indiana on Saturday, Dec. 3 at 3 p.m.
Pilz said; "I'd love to see a packed
house for our two games next week!"

RIGHT:
Jonathan Griffin goes up for a
shot during a game against
SLU. On Saturday, Griffin
earned his first double double
against Arkansas Tech.

-- . --~ ----- -- -- -- - .--.----

I have always liked this time of
the year; the weather changes and
the holidays come and go.
Thanksgiving comes and goes but it
never is as relaxing as I plan it to be.
I thought with having a week and a
half off from school, I would be able
to get caught up on schoolwork and
do things productive. It was the
opposite:
Last Monday came and went, so
did Tuesday and then Wednesday
and before I knew it, I was eating
turkey and dressing. Then it went
downhill and I have not been able to
redeem myself.
The week was filled with too
many gaines, college and profes-

sional, that I could not find enough
time to watch. The one game I have
been looking forward to since last
November
was
Saturday.
Unfortunately, the game did not go
the way I wished it would. Florida,
once again, has bragging rights over
Florida State. The Gators crushed
my Seminoles in a disappointing 347 season ender for the Noles. That
was Bobby Bowden's fIrst third
straight
loss
since
1983.
Unbelievable.
Not only was there 'that game to
watch, LSU and Arkansas played an
impressive game but the Tigers
came out on top. Before that game,
the highly anticipated Texas and

Texas A&M was on. The tearns battled it out but the Longhorns took the
game in a very low scoring game.
. College Football was just the tip
of the iceberg. College Basketball is
in full swing in Division I and II.
Being from Memphis, I am fond of
the Memphis Tigers. They battled
Duke Friday night. Duke is ranked
#1 but the Tigers are ranked not too
far behind after beating three top 20
schools since the season began.
But more on the home front, the
Rivermen have been unstoppable.
The team is young and the coach is
still in the fresh stage. Coach Pilz
was not joking around when he said
the GLVC is like the ACC or Sec of

- - - - - - - --.-..
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Division IT basketball. He also said
this was their season and so far, he is
proving us right.
It is hard to get adjusted to
Division IT athletics but this year, I
have enjoyed myself. UMSL has
had winning teams since school
started and now that basketball has
begun, I know I will enjoy it more.
The men's basketball program is
now 6~0 when the odds were highly
stacked against them. The players
are doing what they love--playing
their hearts out--and it is proving to
payoff. To be honest, it is always
good to cheer for a winning team but
when it is your school, it always
feels a little better.
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Screw the Kids ll

I<elmemt)'er when we were ki

ATTENTION!

and we 90t so

when the Super Nintendo came out? We 90t up
and went strai

You can place classified advertisements in The Current FOR FREE!
Just send us your ad (40 words or less) along with your name and
student/employee number to current@jinx.umsl.edu or call us at 516-5316,

to Toys R Us to play it.

All others see adjacent rates,

RATES
(40 words are free for students,
staff, and faculty,)
Otherwise, ad rates are:
1 ad or issue - $15
2 ads or issues - $25
3 ads or issues - $35
4+ - $10 per ad/issue

S-Mart
"Shop Smartt"

Model needed
female UMSl artist needs female model for tasteful
nude photography. Please email Sara at
smae99@studentmail.umsl.edu if interested.

Engineering Opportunities
If you're looking for world·class engineering research
opportunities and a Ph,D. program with depth,
breadth, and agility, start your search by exploring
the Vanderbilt School of Engineering. www.enginee r·
ing. vanderbilt.edu

Looking for greeting cards

ADBA registered w/ papers. Wormed & Vaccinated.
females, 2 males (blue fawn, fawn, brindle, blue
brindle). Stocky! Good temperament! Dam & Sire on
Premises. S200 each. If interested, please e·mail
jldq4f@studentmail.umsl. edu or ca ll 314·393·6234,

For Rent
3 BR, 1.5 BA Brick House , 5 min, from campus,
Hardwood floors, updated kitchen and bath. All
appliances on premises, water, sewer, trash paid.
750/mo OBO plus security deposit. CaU Joe at 314·
330·1501.

Laptop 4 Sale

Female Roommate Needed

Pit Bull Puppies for Sale

Dell (Inspiron 510M) Laptop, just 1 monlh used with
all drivers. It 's a Centrino Mobile running 256 MB
RAM an d 40 GB Hard disk. Price S1000 OBO. Call
(3141497 ·6 550.

in the following languages: Portuguese, Spanish,
French, German, Italian, Dutch, Polish, Swedish,
Chinese, Thai, Lao, Tamil, Malayalam, Konkani (spok.en in Goa, India), and Hindi. Please e-mail Chris at
cclindberg@yahoo.c~m for additional details.

1987 Saab 900S
5-speed Hatchback new battery, starter, & brakes .
CD Stereo with removeable face, sunroof, Clean
Interior, Needs alternator or ignition switch, $500
obo Call 314·522·8123 anytime.

Start @ $70 for a 5·hour event!

XBOX 360 PREMIUM PACKAGE PRESALE

Promote brands by distributing samples/brochures
and/or demonstrating products to consumers.
Premier in-store Promotions Company and autho·
rized agency of Mass Connections) Inc., has great
opportunities in Various Mo. cities. Positions available are part· time) mostly weekends) and typically
5 hours, For more information and to apply onUne,
vjsit www.eventsandpromotions.com.

From now untH Nov. 16th, I can accept preorders for
brand new xBox 360 Premium systems. The -cost per
system is 5475 and can be picked up in and around
campus on Nov. 23rd, If you have any questions feel
free send emailtaDrGoodPrice@yahoo.com.

Petra Fashions Now Hiringf
Make your own hours, flexible income, free merchandise and trips. Call Kathryn @ (314) 322·8981
for more info.
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For 5ale white ZO gig 4G iPod. Owner's name
engraved on back, co mes with ali the Original acces·
sories and box , Owned it for 6 months . 5125.
Contact Vincent @vin2111 @gmail.com or 314 ·503·
5471

Subsidized child care is available for low income
students If you receive a Pel[ grant or qualify for
State Assistance you are elig jble. Come to 130 South
Campus Classroom BuiLding on Dec. 5 from 7:30·3:30
p.m. to enroll . First-come, first served. Enrollment
is limited,

PRIZM is UMSL's GLBT Ii: Ally St udent Organizat ion
commi tted to defeating negative Gay Lesbian
Bisexual and Transgendered stereotypes through
education and social events. To join , call 516·5013
or E'mail prizm@umsl.edu

Try Us 100 % RISK FREE!

Animal Rescue of St Louis, Doggy Doodles Adoptions,
is seeking volunteers and foster homes for their
homeless pets. To learn how you can help rescue
animals in need, please cali 314·800·4156 or visit
V{WW,doggydoodles,org

Newly renovated. AU new appliances including dish
washer &. garbage disposal. Central air, hardwood
floor s, washer/ dryer, storage unit, off street parking. S575/mo. CaU 369· 1016,

AHention College Students

Looking for female roomie

Part· time work. 512 base/appt. flex. Schedules.
Customer sales/service, Scholarship opportunities,
No experience necessary, 314·997·7873.

$310 ManSion Hilts Apartments. Excludes bilLs.
Available from Dec. 14.314·600·7643. Have furni·
ture. Negotiable.

I. AIVI <;AO TI-\A"i I'

Campus, Child Care for 3-5 year old children

Join PRIZM

For Sale

VOLUNTEERS HEEDED

I AM SA9 TI-\Ai' r\.\'j
L.\-,=-e. HIl,S NOT WO~k.m

Female roommate is needed to share a nice two·
b·edroom apartment. Rent is S24S +1 /2 electricity
(total 265/month only). Five·minute driving from
UMSL. Start in Jan. Call (314) 385 ·0164 or E·mail
yhth6@studentmail.umsl,edu

Spacious one-bedroom apartment.

The Only Vitamin You May Ever Need! AU Natural
Whole Vitamins (not synthetic) AND ALSO NOW
INTRODUCING AN ALL NATURAL WEIGHT LOSS PILL To
Learn More and Order Visit 3JOHN2VICTORYVITA·
MIN,NET

Evening Child Care Available
Beginning Winter Semester 2006 Monday· Thursday 5·
9 p,m, Charged by the hour. Come to 130 South
Campus Classroom Building on Dec, 15 from 5·7
p.m. to enroll, First-Come, First-served. Enrollment
is limited.
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ARIFS (March 21 to April 19) Don't

feel sheepish aixlut looking to spend more
time with thai special person during the
upcoming holidays. Do it because it's the
right thing to do.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20) Never
mind letting misunderstandings repair themsel ves. Consider speaking up while the healing process can. be sborter and sweeter and
leave fewer
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20)
Romance is easily awakened in the
Geminianheart, especially around thebappy
holiday season. So go ahead and make those
plans with that special someone.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22) Moon
Children can. glow with their own inner light
as the holiday season magic takes hold. It's a
very special time for Cancers and libras
together. Enjoy.
LEO (July 23 to August 22) It's a good
time for you fabulous Felines to take pleasure in your special gift for, well, taking
pleasure I Look for this holiday season to
give you every reason to PlITT,

=-

VIRGO (August 23 to September 22)

This is a good time to let others who are in
your life get a little closer to you. Youll both
find out what you've been missing for far too
long,

1 Spasm
4 Honshu
mwopolis
9 Pinza or
Chaliapin
13 Alice's
restaurant?
15 Aroma'
20 Jeopardy
21 Vivacity
22 Writer
Rogers St,
Johns
23 Start of a
remark by
134 Across
2.5 Parisian
pronoun
26 Raj address
27 "Gladiator'
extra
28 Slick
30 "Glad All - "
('64 hiI)
32 Lowe or
Morrow
33 Val uable
3S Pari 2 of
remark
3S Barren area

55 More
minute
59 Wi1h

decorum
62 Abound
(with)
54 Aclar Ryan
65 Mongrel
66 Roger
Rabbi1, for

67
69

71

73
74
77
79
81

one
''Foof singer,
ChriS
Sailed
through
"Lucky Jim"
author
Compass
pt
Go-gener
Part 3 01
r&marl<
"The French
Connootlon"
name
Comic
Charlone

82 Kuvasz and

komondor
84 Pro1ected
85 Veto
86 Frun-uee
43 "U-der !he
YumYum
spray
-"(63fim) 88 "'- pro
44 Mati event
nobis"
45 Kinono cum- 89Adult
tadpoles
92 Canvas
46 Plunder
cover
47 They may
be personal 95 forsaken
97 Mobile
49Donizelti
ditties
homes?
53 Male
99 Dissolve
kar,garoo
101-Gligio

mero..m

1·02 Maestro de
Waarl
104 Secular
106 Dion's "RUlr
arouncf' girl
107 Plug
110 Rohmer or

Roberts
113 Shameless
115 End of
remall<
119 Goblet pari
12{) Mohammed
-JiMBh
121 '72 Harry
en.pin
hit
122 BiJokwheal
dlsh
126 Defer
129 Shinbone
132 Ten'.porary
calm
134 Spsaker of
remark
136 Happering
137 Unmarried

Mme.
138 Macabre

;39 Man the bar
',,"0 Bra'tw1
141 Actress

Anna

142 Man at
Malmo
143 J ohnPassos

DOWN
I Some
!t1r1<eys
2 Pastoral
poem
3 Cold feBl

4 Unlock, "'
poesy

5 eire'us
ball<e<'1
6 "'New
Ycrl(e(

cartocn:st
7 Lasl name
In piracy

a Dismount

\I Hum bug?
10 Let
'1 FlIstllade
12 Locks like

42 Kenloo or
Gelz
48 Adoption
agoy.
50 Incongruous
state
51 i00i0160
52 Last word
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year"

54 "Show

90 Submarine
base?
91 Una 01
clothing?
93 Locked ffke
94 Asset
96 Paijndromic

name

97 Amos

0'

SpelUng

9B JlIZzrnan

Boat"
Zoot
cCIf1"1)oser
100 Asian
56 Rely (on)
holiday
:;7 Shwslrlngs 10. Epic name
Hoole?
13 Lahar'. " 58 Promote
in epics
lOS TerraLand des
60 Tipe of
roagl
108 Absent
Lachelns"
109 Old
1 4 Neighbor of 61 Heavefl!Y
Mom
hunler
Taslamenl
15 Jawahartars 63 Knight's
book
III n may be
jacket
quaH
16 IiMidd!e·
68 "There's invislble
march"
Oul Tonl~"r 112 Breaks off
114 Worked in
author
CSI hrt)
Vegas
17 ~ynagogue 70 'MoII
TtglJre
115 Postern and
Flanders"
portcullis
19 Competitor
author
24 Unlamed
72 Rotisserie 116 Martini
29 Cereal
garnish
part
spike
1\7 Yal'-. lurf
74-Ume
118 Jump ler
31 Nutrillon.1
75 Wish and
joy
abb r.
wish
34 BasebaU's
123 Prepare
76 Fairy·laJe
prunes
fiend
Cebo"
124 Presanl
36 Beloved ·
78 SWing a
'SF Blo-N for a
125 En1huslas!ic
siclde
127 Jocular Jay
bounder
SO Sludent's
128 Elrtrerr1tie5
38 Tours
<>«leal
lopper
130 Part of UPI
81 Airport
39 Reggae's
IBatura
131 F rom - Z
Ma~.y
133 Forti 01
83 Mean
ioolball
40 Border on
Marquis
41 Major-135 Shoe width
87 Perch

UMSL faculty and staff get 15% off your monthly
plan! UMSL students get 10% off your monthly
plan! PLUS special online phone pricing! PLUS 25%
off on all accessories! Contact Eric Paul at
eric.paul@cingular.com or visit
www.cingular.com/universities to take advantage
of exclusive offers.
For exclusive offers,
Visit your closest retail
p(""se contact
·I.ocation to have your
eric.paul@cingular.com dl~c~unt ad~ed to your
or visit
eXisting servIce: Faculty
www cingular com/universitieg nd staff mentIon FAN
.
.
996891

LIBRA (September 23 to October 22)

SCORPIO (October 23 to November
21) What you expect to be potentially trou-

oould not avoid making.
AQUARIUS
(January 20 to
February 18) You could be cutting it very
close if you hope to make those holiday plan
changes in time to avoid problems. Get a
friend orfamily member to help,
PISCES (February 19 to March 20)
Friends show how important you are to
them. Keep these precious relationships
thriving, They affect much that will happen
to the fabulous Fish in the new year.
BORN THIS WEEK: T!IIle spent at
home alone nurtures your mystic self.
Spending your time with others nurtures
them.
(c) 2005 King Features Synd., IDe.

Still think flyers are
the best way to
reach people on
campus?

©ZOos by King Feu.lu.-es Syndtcale, Inc.
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Crossword answers online at www.thecurrentonlinc.com
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Refer your friends and
earn up to $125 in
Cingular gift cards! Visit
referral.cingular.com
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Open up your eyes and see some welcome
surprises you've missed or overlooked for
too long, What you find can lead to other
favorable changes.

CAPRICORN (December 22 to
January 19) A family situation moves into
a new area because of (or, maybe, thanks to)
some decisions you might have felt you

ci ngul ar
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blesome might simply be especially challenging and well worth your efforts to check
out Good luck!
SAGIITARIUS (November 22 to
December 21) A friendship might not seem
as trustworthy as you'd like, OK Ask your
questions, get your answers and settle the
matter once and for all.

Visit your closest retail
location to have your
discount added to your
existing service,
Students mention FAN
99687!
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USHPIZIN,

Discussing how pornography has
affected the society, relating the
topic to feminist issues, evaluating
the economic factors and studying
the impact of this within the film
industry might hold an educational
value, but watching the films in
class, searching the Internet for porn
and performing live acts, in my
opinion, holds no educational merit.
Numerous colleges offer human
sexuality courses that educate students about contraception use,
STDs, abortion issues and sexual
behaviors, but I have never heard of
classes that condone acting in pam
or that consider pam to be a suitable
career option.

In addition to offering these controversial courses, colleges have also
held sex-oriented campus events.
The website www.academia.com
reported that Penn State is just one
of the universities that has brought in
guest speakers such as top porn star
Larry Flint of Hustler Magazine and
hosted events titled "CuntFest" and
"Sex Faire" that included activities
like "Pin the Clitoris on the Vulva,"
Orgasm Bingo and a Tent of
Consent.
Whatever happened to bringing
in motivational speakers and organizing career fairs?
Some colleges are taking the
motto "Sex Sells" a little too seri-

ously. The State University of New
York at New Paltz, for example, has
held a sex-sale event where vendors
sold sex toys and other erotic materials.
Is this where our educational dollars are going? Almost half of the
federal and state taxes go toward
health and education. Billions of
dollars fund the U.S. Department of
Education, state universities and
Federal Student Aid. Americans are
wasting their hard earned money on
useless college courses such as
these.
To get a real education, students
should stay focused on books and
not in pornographic films.

November 28, 2005

from page 9

Over the years, the secular Dar
and religious Rand remained friends
but Rand's strict faith kept him from
making films. Director Gidi Dar
eventually hit on the idea of making
a film entirely within Rand's Breslau
Chassidim community and adhering
to his beliefs,as a way to introduce
the community to a general audience.
Rand agreed, provided the film could
be made without violating any of his
beliefs.
Because of the restrictions of his
faith, Rand would only act opposite
his real wife, Michal Bat Sheva
Rand, who had never acted. The

DEATH
PENALTY,
from
_.
___________
. __.____
._.__ _page
._ _ _5
. __._
~

~

He told me that day that he had all

types of organizations behind him
and he would get his appeal and win.
He did get his appeal:, but he didn'twin.
So on the cold, dark night of Oct.
25, I drove the 75 miles to Bonne
Terre to hope and to pray that Gov.
Blunt would change his mind. When
I arrived, there were quite a few people there. There were also a lot of
police monitoring us. I stepped out
into the grass and someone handed
me a candle and we prayed, and I
cried..
I cried for Marlin, I cried for the
Kerry sisters and for their families.
I cried. for Marlin's niece that I had
listened to on the radio earlier that
day. I cried for all of the injustice in
the world today ..
It was a good, cleansing cry. But

SCIENCE COLUMN,

Get ptQCticaI experience whi e you
still in school by working in the
ad department of The Current. Now
hiring ad reps and on ad c1irec1or~
Submit resume ald cOYer letter to
current@jinx.umsi.edu. Call 5 16-5174
for more details.
are

wannth between them on screen and
her feisty personality shine through,
despite the fact that they never touch
on screen.
Rather than focusing on restrictions and rules of their life, the film
focuses on their humanity, and the
close relationship between the couple.
Shuli Rand turns in a stellar,
nuanced performance of a man under
pressure, whose past makes an
unwelcome return. Shaul Mizrahi as
Eliyah Scorpio and comic nan
Ganani as Yossef, the two obnoxious
guests, are excellent as well. Michal

~_m._

. _·· _,· ·__·_· __ ._·_·, ·.____

~_·

my tears and the tears of everyone
involved went unnoticed.
At about 11:45 p.m., over the
sound of people talking and praying
quietly, I heard something.
I was unsure at what it was at first,
but I soon realized it was the other
inmates beating on the doors, walls,
and floors, all in unison. The sound
was deafening to me.
Marlin was taking his last walk,
and even 500 yards away from the
front of the prison, I could hear it and
then I cried for all of them ..
All of the inmates then knew their
end was not far away. All of the
inmates that hadn't seen their families in years, for all of the victims of
the Climes and the criminals themselves.
Marlin died at approximately
12:07 a.m. - his daughter called

Rand, Rand's musically-trained, nonactor wife, makes a good debut as
the surprisingly strong Malli. The
couple effectively conveys their
affection for each other without ever
touching on screen.
The strength of the acting and the
respectful but light approach are
what lift this film and make it worth
watching. The outside intruders challenge them but also show the strength
of their love and their faith. When
prayers are answered, you might not
get the answer you expect. This
unexpected film is light and amusing
but also filled with wannth and faith,

____·_·__·_·
shortly after to thank us all for coming to show our support of Marlin.
We all stood around and some
shared thoughts and experiences that
they had with Marlin. The group
slowly began to dismantle. People
started toward their cars, and I drove
the 75 miles back to St. Louis, disappointed., hurt and angry.
Three human lives have been
taken in vain. And the truth, the real
truth, was never told.
And I am sure it never will be.
This was one of the most emotional and humbling experiences that I
have ever had, but I am ever so thankful that I took that drive that night.
Through my tears, I could see the
love of mankind among the other
people at the vigil. And that in itself
gave me hope and I smiled through
those tears.

from page 5

The fruits of cultivated species
ranged in color from green, yellow,
red, orange or violet, could vary in
size and texture, and in taste from
sweet to acidic. The cultivated varieties could be found in living fences
(rows of plants that serve as a fence),
orchards and backyard trees. By contrast, wild varieties were usually red,
small and more acidic than the
domesticated ones. Domesticated
varieties are cultivated through cuttings but the wild varieties reproduce
through seeds, indicating one trait
that domestication has changed.
The researchers collected more
than 96 samples from 11 regions in
Costa Rico, Panama, EI Salvador,

Mexico, Guatemala, Nicaragua, and
Honduras. Both wild and cultivated
varieties were sampled in each
region. They used a common genetic
marker used in plant studies, the
chloroplast spacer, in determining
genetic variation in the plants' DNA.
Some 98 percent of the dry tropical forests in which wild jocotes are
found have disappeared. As the
forests were vanishing, people taking
a variety of types of the same plant
species out of forests, for fence rows
and orchards, allowed that diversity
to survive.
Human beings have been doing
this kind of sampling of wild plants
and animal:s for domestic use for a

long time. Of course, someone taking
a single useful wild plant out of its
natural setting and transplanting it to
grow near their home for their own
use and convenience is how domestication of plants begins. Once, people
believed that the domestication of
plants or animals were one-time
occurrences, with the domesticated
variety passed along to others. While
that is true later in th.e domestication
process, it has been shown that
repeated domestication of a useful
species was often done early on, wi.th
a different set of genes potentially
joining the genetic pool each time. In
this case, the great variety of cultivated strains reflects that history.
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